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emeni forces backed
by Gulf Arab coalition
air strikes drove out alQaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) from
the port city of Mukalla, dealing
a major blow to what US officials
view as the most lethal branch of
the terrorist network.
A large coordinated military action by allied forces in Mukalla involving about 2,000 Yemeni troops
alongside special forces from
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates encircled AQAP fighters
before launching a full military assault on April 26th.
As many as 800 AQAP fighters
were killed and many others fled
Mukalla, which was a key financial
resource for the terror group. At
least 27 Yemeni soldiers died in the
operation, according to military officials and medics.
Talks in Kuwait to end the fighting between forces loyal to Yemeni President Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi, backed by a Saudi-led Gulf
coalition, and Iran-backed Houthi
rebels were said to be advancing,
albeit slowly. A ceasefire between
the government and Houthi rebels
held, although the government alleged violations, particularly in the
city of Taiz.
AQAP had developed a strong
financial infrastructure in Mukalla, an important port city. Staff
Brigadier Musallam al-Rashidi,
commander of UAE forces in Had-

P20

ramawt, said the terror group had
looted up to $100 million a day
while in control of Mukalla, making the port a key source of funding.
Meanwhile, talks between warring factions in the war in Yemen
seemed to be making slow but
positive progress, according to the
United Nations, but issues still remain.

About 800 AQAP
fighters were killed
in Mukalla, a key
financial resource
for the terror
group.
According to sources close to
the negotiations, the main sticking point remains the Houthis’ insistence on a political settlement
before giving up their arms, while
the Yemeni government wants the
full implementation of UN Security
Council Resolution 2216.
That resolution says the rebels
should give up their heavy weapons and return control of captured
areas to the internationally recognised government.
With negotiations in their second week, UN Special Envoy for
Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed,
citing a “positive atmosphere”,
wrote on his Twitter account: “All
participants remain committed to
a peaceful comprehensive solution.”
The envoy said talks had centred
on withdrawal of armed groups,

UN Special Envoy to Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed arrives at
a news conference on the Yemen peace talks in Kuwait City.
weapons handover in addition to
plans for political transition and
release of prisoners. Ould Cheikh
Ahmed also said both sides were
looking into ways to strengthen
the ceasefire.
While the two sides are yet to
have face-to-face negotiations,
Ould Cheikh Ahmed was positive. Mani al-Matari, press adviser
to Yemen’s foreign minister, told
Agence France-Presse: “We are
optimistic over the prospects of
an agreement being worked out by

the UN envoy.”
About 7,000 people have been
killed and approximately 2.8 million displaced in Yemen since
the start of military operations in
March 2015 after the Iran-backed
Houthi militia launched a military
coup, ousting the internationally
recognised Yemeni government.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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Carnage in Aleppo leaves Syria talks ‘hanging by a thread’
The Arab Weekly staff

tion” in Aleppo after air strikes hit
mosques and the al-Quds Hospital,
which specialised in paediatric
care and was staffed by Doctors
Without Borders, in the rebel-held
section of the city. At least 50 people, including children, were killed
in attacks April 28th.

Geneva

T

he 2-month-old ceasefire in the Syrian war and
peace talks in Geneva are
on the brink of collapse
as President Bashar Assad’s forces, backed by heavy Russian air strikes, devastated rebelheld sections of Aleppo, a city now
in ruins and a symbol of the country’s remorseless destruction.
About 230 people, most of them
civilians, have been reported killed
in a week of fighting in what was
once Syria’s second city and its
economic heart. More than 3,200
people have died since the start
of the talks amid fading hopes of a
peace settlement.
Aleppo has remained under allout air and artillery bombardment
even though the United States and
Russia reached a “regime of calm”
agreement to freeze clashes near
Damascus and in Latakia province
that have shattered the February

About 230 people,
most of them
civilians, have been
reported killed in
a week of fighting
in what was once
Syria’s second city.
Syrian civil defence volunteers and rescuers remove a baby from
under the rubble of a destroyed building following an air strike on
the Syrian city of Aleppo, on April 28th.
27th cessation of hostilities deal
that was supposed to give impetus for the Geneva talks to end the

5-year-old carnage.
The United Nations acknowledged the “catastrophic deteriora-

“How can you have substantial
talks when you only have news
about bombing and shelling?” lamented Staffan de Mistura, the UN
envoy for Syria, in Geneva. The
talks, he said, were “hanging by a
thread”.
Assad’s regime and Russia de-

nied their forces were responsible
for the attacks, which reportedly
included barrel bombs — metal
canisters filled with explosives and
shrapnel that the regime has used
with devastating effect to terrorise
civilian areas under rebel control.
The regime has long deemed medical facilities in rebel territory to be
legitimate targets.
The rebels, who have no air power, have been using home-made
guns, known as “hell cannons”, to
fire gas canisters into sections of
the ruined city held by the regime.
Increasingly, it seems that Assad
is determined to ignore the ceasefire to systematically wipe out the
last pockets of rebel forces in Aleppo, allowing the regime to control
the region and strengthen its bargaining position in Geneva.
The key issue there is whether
Assad should remain as head of
state. The rebels, like their US and
Arab patrons, want Assad removed
but he insists in heading a post-war
national unity government.
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Severe blow to al-Qaeda in Yemen
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

Y

emeni
government
ground troops, backed
by air support from United Arab Emirates and
Saudi jets, dealt a major
blow to al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP), capturing the
city of Mukalla and seizing its port
and airport in a large coordinated
operation.
After a day of heavy air strikes,
Yemeni government and coalition
troops encircled the city on April
24th and launched ground operations the next day, local reports
said. Islamic clerics and tribal leaders mediated with AQAP, persuading the militants to lay down their
weapons before they fled to the
west.
The Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) coalition said about 800 alQaeda fighters were killed in the
offensive but Mukalla residents
disputed the figure, saying many
al-Qaeda fighters had fled instead
of fighting.
The loss of Mukalla is a setback
for AQAP, particularly financially.
Local officials estimated militants
had been generating $2 million-$5
million a day from the port, mainly
from customs duties and smuggled
fuel.
AQAP in 2015 attempted to export 2 million barrels of oil stored
in the Ash Shihr terminal east of
Mukalla, a request rejected by the
Yemeni government.
With much of the world’s attention focused on fighting against
the Islamic State (ISIS), often overlooked is that Yemen has been a
secure base of operations for terror groups, particularly AQAP, for
about ten years.
AQAP has tried to emulate ISIS
by functioning as a quasi-state. The
militants formed the Hadramawt
National Council (HNC), a militia
that included AQAP members and
local tribes, to protect government
buildings, schools and local businesses but also imposing its brand
of sharia.

Forces loyal to the Saudi-backed Yemeni president on the entrance to Abyan province as they take part in an operation to drive al-Qaeda
fighters out of the southern provincial capital, on April 23rd.
The group also provided basic
services, such as water and electricity, in an effort to build support
among the Yemeni population.
Fearing AQAP was operating unchecked, by the end of 2015, the
UAE adjusted its strategy to include
the training of thousands of Yemeni tribal fighters to face Houthi
rebels and AQAP.
US counterterrorism official Lisa
O. Monaco met with Abu Dhabi
Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed al-Nahyan in February,
with a significant portion of the
meeting devoted to how to proceed against the al-Qaeda threat in
Yemen.
Analysts say geopolitical issues
had previously pushed the fight
against AQAP to the back burner.

“There were two different phases
of al-Qaeda’s build-up in Yemen,
including major prisoner breaks,
as well as the rebuilding of the
group under its leader at the time,
Nasser al-Wuhayshi,” said Michael
Stephens, head of the Royal United
Services Institute think-tank in Qatar.

The loss of Mukalla is a
severe loss for AQAP,
particularly
financially.
AQAP had tried to set up an
emirate in 2011 and 2012 but was
stopped. However, changing geopolitical considerations might have
led to the United States and Saudi

Arabia shifting attention from the
terror group.
“From the Saudi point of view,
you had a reprioritising of their geopolitical issues, so AQAP was not
seen as a priority. For the Americans and the British, who have been
running the drones programme,
they simply didn’t have the people
on the ground,” Stephens said.
The major threat posed by alQaeda had never diminished in the
eyes of the United States, Stephens
said, and support it is providing to
GCC military operations and political goals in Yemen comes with the
request that Gulf Arabs step up efforts against the AQAP.
“We’ll provide intelligence support and some logistical support
but we need to see a commitment

from Gulf states and that there is
some alignment between your security priorities and our security
priorities,” Stephens said, describing the US viewpoint.
The Yemeni branch of al-Qaeda
is considered by US officials to be
its most dangerous, and has been
targeted with US drones for several
years, including operations that
killed al-Qaeda spiritual leader Anwar al-Awlaki in 2011 and Wuhayshi last June.
The Yemeni branch of al-Qaeda
has been linked to a number of
high-profile international terrorist
operations, including the November 2009 Fort Hood, Texas, shooting and the January 2015 attack on
the offices of satirical magazine
Charlie Hebdo in Paris.

Yemen rivals inch towards common ground
Mohamad Abul-Qassem

Sana’a

#

“

Do_not_come_back_to_
Yemen_without_peace,”
a hashtag launched by
Yemeni social media activists, says it all. It not
only reflects the longing of Yemenis
to see an end to the war that has
ravaged their country for 13 months
but also a strong international will
to close this bloody file.
“We don’t want to go back to
Yemen without a peaceful settlement,” said UN Special Envoy for
Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed
following the first face-to-face

“The international
community has
given Riyadh a free
hand to handle the
Yemen file”.

Political scientist Nabil
al-Sarjabi

meeting among delegates of the rival parties on April 26th in Kuwait.
Indeed, the stability of Yemen,
where al-Qaeda and the Islamic
State (ISIS) are vying for influence,
is of international concern as the
country neighbours Saudi Arabia,
the world’s top oil exporter, and is
near key shipping lanes.
The talks to end the fighting between the Iran-allied Houthis and
supporters of Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi, the internationally recognised president, had ups and
downs. They opened April 21st

after being delayed for three days
awaiting the arrival of Houthi and
General People’s Congress (GPC)
delegations, only to be suspended
three days later amid bickering
about continued air strikes by the
Saudi-led coalition.
Some progress was reported
when the two sides agreed to work
in two parallel committees to discuss an agenda that provided for
the Houthis to quit cities they
seized since 2014, allowing the
government to retake control. The
move was made possible after Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad
al-Jaber al-Sabah met with the delegations separately to smooth out
differences over the truce and over
the agenda and urged them to reach
a peaceful solution.
More pressure was exerted by the
five permanent members of the UN
Security Council, with delegates
reporting that “the diplomats were
quite tough and used harsh language” to pass a clear message:
Peace in Yemen is important for
regional security and no one would
be allowed to leave Kuwait without
an agreement.
Despite distrust and differences
in points of view, Ould Cheikh
Ahmed said “consensus among participants to achieve peace makes a
settlement possible”.
But the Houthis and their GPC’s
allies wanted the ceasefire respected and Saudi-led air strikes
stopped.
“If the (ceasefire) agreement is
not implemented on the ground,
there is no need for further negotiations,” said Mohamed Abdul Salam,
head of the Houthi delegation.

Yasser al-Awadi, deputy head of
the GPC delegation, insisted that
his party was committed to settling
the conflict peacefully on condition
that the other party stops air raids
and lifts the embargo on Yemen.
According to political analyst
Rashid al-Haddad, the pressure
from the UN Security Council’s permanent members and the Security
Council statement that called on
both sides to engage in constructive talks without prior conditions
“revealed a big international eager-

ness for a successful conclusion of
the Kuwait talks”.
He said he expected both sides
to agree on the five-point agenda
that includes withdrawal from cities taken by the Houthis, formation
of a more inclusive government,
handing over heavy weapons to
the new government and releasing
prisoners.
“But the main challenge is to
agree on a mechanism to implement these points and on the party
to be trusted for that — in case the

government of President Hadi insists on handing over these cities
to the Riyadh-based government —
and this is something the other party (to the conflict) considers impossible and instead calls for forming
a national unity government that
would be entrusted with executing
the agreement under the sponsorship of the UN,” Haddad said.
Analysts say there are several
factors working in favour of making
the peace talks successful and ending a war that has killed 6,800 people, wounded 35,000 and displaced
2.8 million and bringing about a settlement of the political crisis.
Nabil al-Sarjabi, a political science professor at Hodeida University and an expert on crisis management, said the talks in Kuwait will
result in “a partial solution” of the
present political crisis but will not
touch on the country’s economic
and social problems, which will
lead to a new crisis.
Sarjabi said he expected “strong
ties” between the new Yemeni regime and Saudi Arabia, which “will
make sure this time not to neglect
Yemen as it is now aware that any
void will allow its arch-enemy, Iran,
to fill it. This is something neither
Saudi Arabia nor the Gulf states will
allow to happen again.”
Saudi Arabia, he said, will remain
“the strongest player” in Yemen as
“the international community has
given Riyadh a free hand to handle
the Yemen file”.
Mohamad Abul-Qassem, a
pseudonym used for security
reasons, is a reporter based in
Sana’a.
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Military escalation pushes Syria back to square one
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

S

yria is facing an alarming
military escalation between government troops
and opposition forces on
various fronts, but especially in the northern city of Aleppo, threatening the fragile twomonth truce and the stumbling
peace talks in Geneva.
More than 230 people have been
killed and 1,000 injured in recent
days in Aleppo as a result of intense government air strikes and
opposition shelling that did not
spare hospitals and mosques.
The “catastrophic” situation in
the city prompted Russian and US
officials in Geneva to agree on a
“freeze” in fighting along two major fronts in Syria, a move seen as
an attempt to avert the collapse of
the February 27th truce.
The new truce declared by the
Syrian Army unilaterally on April
29th for 24 hours in Damascus and
72 hours in Latakia did not include
Aleppo, which had emerged as a
main battlefield in the country’s
devastating war.
Skipping Aleppo revealed the
extent of differences among the
main players in the war, including
Iran, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Russia
and the United States. Each party

Both Washington and
Moscow “have no
interest in a total
collapse of the truce.”

Middle East analyst
Hassan Hassan

is betting on the Aleppo battle to
achieve the biggest possible gains
and impose its own terms, whether
on the battlefield or at the Geneva
negotiations.
It was clear that the limited truce
was not meant to end the bloodshed but rather to give Washington
and Moscow time to negotiate a
halt of a looming battle over Aleppo and prevent the collapse of the
fourth round of peace talks.

De Mistura said he
intends to schedule
additional talks for
May.
US Special Envoy for Syria Michael Ratney said the agreement
was a “general recommitment” to
that truce, “not a new set of local
ceasefires”.
Staffan de Mistura, the UN special envoy to Syria, urged the United States and Russia to work to
save the “barely alive” peace talks
and a ceasefire that “hangs by a
thread”.
The most recent round of talks,
which ended April 27th, was beset
by problems. The Riyadh-based
High Negotiations Committee
(HNC), the main Syrian opposition
delegation, walked out, citing the
government’s failure to abide by
the ceasefire.
De Mistura said he intends to
schedule additional talks for May.
Observers said it would be difficult for Moscow and Washington
to work together to preserve the
Syrian talks and truce, given the
direct role that Russia is playing on
the battlefield.
“The complicated military situation on the ground and the fighting
that resumed in Aleppo, Latakia,
Damascus, Deraa and elsewhere
reflect the nature of the differences among the players, particularly
Washington and Moscow, which
for two months now have failed to
agree on a joint plan to monitor the
truce,” said military analyst Hassan Hassan.
Hassan said both countries

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon (R) speaks with the UN Special Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura
prior to a bilateral meeting about the Syrian crisis in Geneva, on April 29th.
“have no interest in a total collapse
of the truce and will exert great efforts to prevent that”.
Turki Sakr, Syria’s former ambassador to Iran, linked the failure
of the peace negotiations to the
shaky truce, which was “not based
on correct bases… True it was clear
concerning ISIS but not as such regarding al-Nusra Front.”
“There are local, foreign and
international parties who do not
want the peace negotiations to
succeed but rather the conflict to
continue,” Sakr said. “Alongside
the meetings in Geneva, there
were military preparations on the
ground by all the parties. The coming three months will be the toughest.”
The tension in US-Saudi rela-

tions had affected the Syrian truce,
with armed groups affiliated to Riyadh such as Ahrar al-Sham and
Jaysh al-Islam violating the ceasefire in various regions and the HNC
pulling out from the Geneva talks.
What probably fuelled the latest
round of military escalation were
statements made by Syrian Prime
Minister Wael Nader al-Halqi on
April 10th about a joint Syrian-Russian plan being under preparation
to liberate Aleppo, although the
claim was denied by the Russian
Army.
It has become clear that preventing the collapse of the truce as well
as the peace negotiations would
require an understanding among
the international parties to implement all resolutions adopted at

previous talks and put pressure
on the Syrian warring factions to
avoid a deterioration.
“The upcoming round of the Geneva talks requires US and Russian
efforts to pressure all the parties
into consolidating the truce and
focusing on that the political transition provides for a regime change
and not reproducing the same one
because otherwise the war won’t
stop,” said Jihad Makdissi, a Syrian
activist at the talks.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
reporting on Syria since 1995.
Mahmud el-Shafey, an Arab
weekly correspondent in London,
contributed to this report.

Obama’s move raises stakes with stealthy ‘boots on the ground’
James Bruce

Beirut

U

S
President
Barack
Obama’s deployment of
more special forces to
Syria and Iraq to fight
the Islamic State (ISIS) is
deepening the US military involvement in its undeclared wars in the
Middle East, a step seen by many as
“mission creep”, the incremental
commitment of troops that revives
the bitter and humiliating memories of the American nightmare in
Vietnam.
Obama, who pledged to wind
down the wars in the Middle East
when he was elected in 2008, announced on April 25th that he
was sending an additional 250 US
special operations forces to Syria,
boosting the 50-man task force deployed in the north-east in 2015,
to bolster the myriad Syrian rebel
forces fighting ISIS.

Officially the Marines
are “off the books” in
Iraq because they are
on “temporary duty”.
The US military contingent in
neighbouring Iraq is steadily growing despite Obama’s insistence that
there would be “no boots on the
ground” in these war zones, the
key battlefront against ISIS. Current
strength is around 5,000.
In Iraq, at least, it is evident
that Obama’s build-up is largely
stealthy. The US force limit in Iraq
is just less than 4,000 but in recent
weeks the Pentagon has moved in
200 US Marines to provide artillery

support for the Iraqi Army’s efforts
to mount an offensive to recapture
the northern city of Mosul, seized
by ISIS in June 2014.
Officially the Marines are “off the
books” because they are in Iraq on
“temporary duty”, which means
they are not listed among forces
formally assigned to Iraq. This, of
course, raises speculation about
just how many US military personnel are really in Iraq and Syria.
On top of this, the Obama administration is reported to have loosened the rules of engagement in
Syria, giving US forces more leeway
in operations against ISIS — something congressional Republicans
have been pressing for — even
though it increases the risk of civilian casualties.
These new rules are reported
to have been in effect for some
months and has meant a significant
escalation in the US air campaign,
particularly against ISIS in Mosul
— a city of 1.5 million people where
ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
proclaimed the Islamic caliphate in
2014 — and its environs.
Obama declared recently in
London that “there’s no plans for
ground troops” in Libya but ISIS
has become a major player in the
chaos that has gripped that country
since NATO forces toppled Muammar Qaddafi in 2011.
US and Arab intelligence services
report that ISIS is streaming new recruits to Libya, which some say ISIS
sees as its new target for expansion
as its territory in the Levant shrinks
under mounting military pressure.
These reports note that several ISIS commanders have been
deployed in Libya to oversee the
growth of the ISIS holdings around

US Vice-President Joe Biden steps off a C-17 military transport plane
upon his arrival in Baghdad, on April 28th.
the city of Sirte and 200km of Mediterranean coastline, exploiting the
chaos within the pivotal oil-rich
Maghreb state.
Whether this points to a possible
ISIS withdrawal from the Levant is
hard to say but it is unlikely the jihadists would surrender their main
citadels in Mosul and Raqqa in
north-eastern Syria without a fierce
fight.
The Iraqi Army launched an offensive to recapture Mosul in late
March but it quickly bogged down
and the US reinforcements Obama
is now sending are clearly intended to bolster that push, primarily
through intelligence-gathering and
tactical strikes to knock out ISIS
command centres.
So far, there has been no concerted push on Raqqa, the de facto capital of the ISIS caliphate, although

the city has been hammered by
US and Russian air strikes, which
clearly entail some coordination,
for months.

US President Barack
Obama’s deployment
of more special forces
to Syria and Iraq is
deepening the US
military involvement.
But the deployment of more US
special forces in northern Syria,
where a US task force has a base on
the Euphrates, indicates that if the
warring anti-regime factions can
ever manage to cooperate, a major
push to recapture Raqqa might be
possible.
US forces in Syria have so far concentrated on working with Kurdish
People’s Protection Units (YPG),

military arm of the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), which have
taken much of the northern border
with Turkey.
But the Kurds have made no advances since February because
Ankara does not want the Kurds
to control the Syrian borderlands,
which they see as the embryo of a
Kurdish state, and the Americans
are holding them back to avoid alienating Turkey, a NATO ally.
These political constraints and
the incredibly complex nature of
the multisided Syrian war have severely limited US options and will
continue to do so. These conditions
could inhibit the commitment of
more US troops, for now at least.
But the bottom line is that Washington cannot afford a stalemate in
the Levant.
The current surge of large-scale
fighting around the strategic city of
Aleppo in central Syria amid stalled
UN-sponsored peace talks in Geneva indicates that this region, including ISIS-held territory between
Aleppo and the Euphrates, is likely
to be the centre of renewed hostilities that could wreck a cessation
of hostilities that began February
27th.
This, observed analyst Fabrice
Balanche of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, will shift
attention away from the Raqqa,
“further delaying the Obama administration’s goal of pushing ISIS
out of its ‘capital’.”
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He
lives in Beirut.
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Baghdad considers compulsory military service
Muhanad al-Hussam

Baghdad

I

raq is reviving compulsory military service, not only to boost
defence capabilities in the face
of the Islamic State (ISIS) but
to end sectarian strife that has
claimed a heavy civilian toll and
shattered the country’s once tightly
knit fabric.
Although the government and its
security agencies hailed the plan
to require military service all Iraqi
men aged 19 to 45 as a step towards
incorporating the minority Sunni
Muslims into the system, critics
rebuked it as costly, predicting it
would worsen the country’s economic problems.
Iraqi Defence Ministry spokesman Naseer Noori said compulsory
service provides trained personnel to assist the army in the fight
against ISIS and other militants.
More significantly, Noori said, it
brings together men of various
sects and ethnic backgrounds. “Soldiers from all parts of Iraq will live
together and communicate with
each other after years of separation
and isolation,” he explained.
“By putting them together, serving on each others’ side, protecting
each other while fighting a common enemy, we believe that both
sides will put behind their sectarian
and ethnic divisions.”

The army currently
has 1.8 million active
servicemen and is
dominated by Shias.
He said another advantage for the
proposed law would be a decrease
in
unemployment,
especially
among the young, when thousands
of Iraqi men are enlisted, even on a
temporary basis, in the army.
Since the creation of the modern
Iraqi state in 1932, all males over 18
years were required to serve in the
military, which has played a key
role in shaping Iraq’s politics.
In the wake of the 2003 US-led invasion, Iraq’s military was disbanded and compulsory service revoked

by the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), which was responsible for Iraq after Saddam Hussein’s
regime fell.
The decision unleashed a bloody
insurgency and a sectarian strife in
which 174,000 people, mainly civilians, were killed from 2003-13,
according to the Iraq Body Count
state project.

“I think it is the right
decision but at the
wrong time.”

Iraqi political analyst
Ahmed Abdullah

The new Iraqi Army has 3.8 million members with 2 million slated
for the reserve. The army currently
has 1.8 million active servicemen
and is dominated by Shias. Sunnis
and other religious and ethnic minorities have been sidelined since
Saddam’s ouster.
Hundreds of thousands militiamen, mainly untrained Shia volunteers, emerged in recent years.
Some have strong backing and
financing from Iran. The heavily
armed militias back a US-trained
Army in most offensives but many
Sunnis are critical of their Iranian
links.
Iraqi lawmaker Abdul-Aziz Hassan, a member of parliament’s Security and Defence Committee,
said that the period of the service
would be determined by education. A person who completed only
elementary studies must serve for
16 months, while it is 12 months for
a high school graduate. Holders of
a bachelor’s degree would serve 9
months and those with post-graduate degrees are excluded.
The draft bill, which must be approved by the cabinet, would later
be sent to the legislature for debate
and a vote.
There is a general sense that it
would pass through all the channels, partly because of a rare public
consensus that ending sectarianism could avert Iraq’s eventual division.
Nonetheless, an obstacle is the
financial crisis hitting Iraq, which

Iraqi soldiers reload a weapon during clashes with Islamic State militants on the outskirts of
Makhmur, south of Mosul, on March 25th.
sits atop the world’s second largest
known oil reserves. However, low
oil prices have limited revenues,
and overspending and mismanagement by top officials are blamed for
Iraq being 30% short of its projected cash target each month.
The Iraqi government is barely
able to pay the salaries of soldiers
and Shia militiamen fighting ISIS;
therefore, it is highly unlikely that
it would be able to afford more for
hundreds of thousands of newcomers.
The government allocated 20%
of its $88 billion budget for the fiscal year 2016 for security and defence.
“Any extra expenses will add
more burden on the budget. I think
it is the right decision but at the
wrong time,” said political analyst
Ahmed Abdullah.

But security expert Ashraf alObeidi, a retired army brigadier,
described compulsory army service as “unrealistic and unpractical”, considering the situation in
the country.
“The trustworthy and disciplined Iraqi army has been the protector of the state till 2003,” Obeidi
said. “The question is whether we
have a real army now.
“It’s impossible to convince
some youth to join an army they do
not trust in the first place.”
Obeidi said that on several occasions, police units in southern
provinces disobeyed orders to
fight against ISIS, arguing that they
would only serve in their own cities
and that recapturing Sunni areas is
not their duty.
Also, many Sunni political groups
suspect that the draft law aims to

foil plans to create local national
guard forces in Sunni provinces
similar to the Kurdish peshmerga.
Many Shia officials and lawmakers
rejected the national guard idea,
claiming it is a step to establishing
an autonomous Sunni region.
Another problem is whether the
central government would impose
compulsory military service on
men living in the autonomous region of Kurdistan.
“Compulsory service should be
implemented on all the people of
the country. Any exclusion or exemption would have a negative
impact on the whole thing,” said
Obeidi.
Muhanad al-Hussam, a
pseudonym used for safety
reasons, is an Iraqi journalist who
has reported on Iraq for 17 years.

The survival of Iraq matters

View poi nt

Hassan
Mneimneh

U

pon the fall of the
Saddam Hussein
regime in 2003,
optimists hoped that
Iraq, one of the few
countries in the
region endowed with both human
and natural wealth, would
emerge from years of isolation
and animosity to assume its
natural role as a force of stability
and as a mitigator of regional
conflicts.
Instead, unforgivable errors by
the US-led occupation, compounded with decades of attrition due to
oppression, war and sanctions and
deeper innate problems and limitations of Iraqi society, conspired
to reduce Iraq to a battleground
of regional and factional rivalries
and an open field for excesses and
abuse.
A new dawn seemed to emerge
with the selection of Haider alAbadi as prime minister in the
aftermath of the catastrophic loss
of Mosul to the Islamic State (ISIS)
in 2014. A decent, energetic and
unassuming figure, Abadi injected
into the Iraqi political debate no-

As valiant as Abadi’s
efforts appear to be, the
cards are stacked against
him.

tions of genuine reform.
While being overwhelmed by
events and outmanoeuvred by
entrenched interests, Abadi maintained his resolve and continues
to wage a focused battle towards
a new system of governance,
away from the autocracy but also
away from the dysfunction of an
incapacitated central government,
a fertile ground for corruption and
kleptocracy.
As valiant as Abadi’s efforts appear to be, the cards are stacked
against him, unless determined
support is offered by the United
States.
Iraq faces two major conflicts.
Handling any one of the two is an
extremely demanding task; tackling both is a gargantuan burden.
Whether due to improvisation,
incompetence, naiveté or to the
deliberate subversion by detractors of a would-be forward-looking
model of governance, Iraq inherited from the US-led occupation
the structural shackles of a system
that obstructs the emergence of
a powerful centre without properly delegating authority to the
periphery.
More dramatically, it is a system
that features few checks against a
steady descent towards kleptocracy — through which the political
class appropriates much of the
country’s wealth — and provides
no path against the vertical segregation, along sectarian and provincial lines, in which thrive political
parties with factional narratives.
With revenues deeply affected

by the cataclysmic collapse of oil
prices, the sustainability of the
system was put in question but the
resilience of entrenched interests
remains too powerful to overcome.
Abandoned by the United States,
which appears from Baghdad as a
superpower whimsically revising
its existential role on the global
scene, but also ostracised by most
of its neighbours who have failed
to adjust to its new realities, Iraq
was left open to Iranian influence
— at times out of necessity, at others out of compulsion.
The Iranian “engagement” in
Iraq is far from localised. A triedand-true formula thoroughly
tested in Lebanon sees Iran firmly
taking root in segments of Iraqi
society, bypassing normal international relations channels and
creating parallel institutions with,
at best, questionable loyalties.
In Lebanon, Iran introduced
Hezbollah initially as a manifestation of a local Lebanese resistance
momentum, before graduating it
into an advance force with open
allegiance to Tehran. In Iraq, Iran
has multiple pressure points but
the Popular Mobilisation Forces
offer Tehran the best path towards
creating a parallel Iraqi order,
towards which Iraq itself has little
leverage.
Can Abadi check the interests of
kleptocracy, tame corruption and
introduce a service and delivery
oriented system of governance,
while facing the Iranian Leviathan,
in its many manifestations — not
to mention the equally visceral

The Popular
Mobilisation
Forces offer
Tehran the
best path
towards
creating a
parallel Iraqi
order.

threats of terrorism and secession?
Left to its own capacity, the
prospects for an Iraqi recovery
in which the dual goals of state
power and sound governance are
achieved are rather grim. Yet, the
survival of Iraq is of vital importance, not solely for Iraqis, but for
regional and international security
and stability. Abadi thus needs
regional and international support
in disentangling the two severe
conflicts that Iraq faces to get a
fair chance of success.
Regional stakeholders in Iraqi
stability must overcome the odd
combinations of fatalism, shortsightedness and utter sectarianism
that have plagued their policies
towards this crucial country.
Arab governments have plenty of
remedial efforts to show to restore
the broken bond between Iraq and
its natural environment. The main
reconsideration, however, is due in
Washington, whose policy towards
Iraq has been mostly rabbit-like.
Iraqis are evidently to blame
for their plight but they are far
from being the only ones. What
Baghdad needs from Washington
is a steady hand that recognises
the gravity of the double challenge faced by Abadi, a challenge
that needs to be split back into
domestic and regional elements,
with help and support provided
accordingly.
Hassan Mneimneh, a scholar
at the Middle East Institute in
Washington, is principal at Middle
East Alternatives.
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The rationale behind Tiran and Sanafir islands deal
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

I

t is no coincidence that an announcement concerning a $4
billion bridge linking Egypt
and Saudi Arabia across the
Red Sea came just before
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi “gifted” two islands at the
mouth of the Gulf of Aqaba to Saudi Arabia.
The idea of a bridge between
the two countries has been talked
about for years but proved to be
cost-prohibitive. Saudi King Fahd
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud proposed
the idea in 1988 and Egyptian president Muhammad Morsi suggested
in 2012 to revive the proposal.
Acquisition of the islands of Tiran and Sanafir may have solved
at least part of the costs issues,
making construction of the bridge
more feasible. Tiran has been considered an anchor point for the
bridge and even a railway has been
suggested.
Israel and the United States, following the protocol established
in the 1979 peace accord between
Egypt and Israel, approved the formal transfer.

“I was not surprised,
but puzzled, by
Egypt’s decision to
transfer the control of
the islands of Tiran
and Sanafir to Saudi
Arabia.”

Ehsan M. Ahrari, professor
at the Army War College in
Pennsylvania
Saudi Arabia has provided Egypt
with billions of dollars since Sisi
assumed power in 2013. The kingdom sees Egypt as a vital partner in
establishing a coalition of friendly

Sunni Muslim nations.
Yet, even though Israel did not
object to the transfer, the acquisition gives a major strategic advantage to Saudi Arabia because of its
location at the entrance of the Gulf
of Aqaba, a major shipping lane for
Israel and Jordan.

The transfer signals an
effort by Egypt and
Saudi Arabia to find
alternatives to
boosting their
respective economies.
Israeli Defence Minister Moshe
Yaalon said Saudi Arabia would
honour the agreement that gives
Israelis freedom to use the route.
He said the Saudis are expected
to assume Egypt’s responsibility
of the “military appendix of the
peace agreement”.
Possession of the islands allows
Saudi Arabia to place military personnel there. In addition, the islands serve to help build the proposed bridge between Egypt and
Saudi Arabia.
“I was not surprised, but puzzled by Egypt’s decision to transfer
the control of the islands of Tiran
and Sanafir to Saudi Arabia,” said
Ehsan M. Ahrari, adjunct research
professor for the Strategic Studies Institute, Army War College in
Pennsylvania. “The strategic significance of this move stems from
the fact that Israel said nothing
about it. Of course, we know now
that Egypt informed Israel in advance of its impending move and
at least got a tacit approval of it.”
Ahrari said there should be little
dispute that the transfer was appropriate.
“Technically, the Israelis could
have said ‘no’ based on the fact
that it was violation of the transfer
of territory agreement from Israel
to Egypt,” he said.
The analyst said the transfer
bodes well for the region, particularly because Egypt, Saudi Arabia

An aerial view shows the Red Sea’s Tiran (foreground) and Sanafir (background) islands between
Egypt’s Sinai peninsula and Saudi Arabia.
and Israel share the common foe:
Iran.
“This action also speaks volumes
about the growing trust between
Egypt and Israel on the one hand
and between Israel and the Gulf
states on the other,” Ahrari said.
“The unifying factor is the fear of
Iran. Perhaps, we are witnessing a
major realignment of friendship in
that part of the world.”
The transfer signals an effort
by Egypt and Saudi Arabia to find
alternatives to boosting their respective economies. The proposed
bridge would slash transit times to
move goods.
Egypt has seen an alarming decline in tourism since the 2011
revolution and even steeper drops

over the last year. About 1.2 million tourists visited Egypt in the
first quarter of 2016, a drop from
2.2 million during the same period
in 2015.
Saudi Arabia looks to strengthen
its infrastructure to provide more
tourist destinations, including
building more museums. The Commission for Tourism and National
Heritage has opened most of its
archaeological sites to tourists, including a number of Islamic heritage sites available only to Muslims.
Linking the two countries will
encourage tourism and if the proposed “green card” scheme that
would give Arabs and Muslims
permanent residency status in the
kingdom receives approval, the

Red Sea bridge would facilitate the
movement of workers.
“Egypt has had a lot of trouble
with inbound and outbound tourists,” said Fazal Bahardeen, chief
executive officer of CrescentRating.
com, a company that ranks tourism
destinations for Muslim travellers. “But connectivity, whether by
bridge or by land, is a key component for tourism. It will most likely
encourage tourism between the
two countries. The relationship
between the two countries and
the economies of both countries is
bound to improve.”
Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi
Arabia.

Saudi control of Red Sea
islands has Arab-Israeli
ramifications
Khaled Osama

Cairo

B

y taking over the Red Sea
islands of Tiran and Sanafir, Saudi Arabia will be
party to the peace agreement between Egypt and
Israel, opponents of the move say.
“By controlling the two islands,
Saudi Arabia will be obliged to be
part of the peace treaty between Israel and Egypt, which will weaken
Arab positions and leave the Palestinians out in the cold,” said Samir
Ghattas, a member of the Egyptian
parliament.
In early April, Egypt and Saudi
Arabia agreed to define their maritime borders in a deal that included
the handover of the two islands to
Saudi Arabia. Egypt said it occupied
the two islands — after getting permission from Saudi Arabia — in the
1950s to protect them against Israel.

Saudi Arabia said it
would abide by the
terms of the
Egyptian-Israeli peace
treaty as far as
navigation in the area
is concerned.
The handover of the islands has
been controversial in Egypt with
protests in several areas. Protests
erupted in Cairo on April 15th and
also in Alexandria. Similar demonstrations took place on April 25th,
which is Sinai Liberation Day, marking the withdrawal of Israeli forces

from the peninsula in 1982.
Egyptians have been taught
for years that the two islands are
Egyptian territory and those who
holidayed in the resort of Sharm
el-Sheikh often sailed to Tiran and
Sanafir as part of tour packages.
“But, sorry to say, this is all
wrong,” said Tarek Fahmi, a political
science professor at Cairo University. “A study of historical documents
shows that Egypt was mandated by
Saudi Arabia to only oversee the security of the two islands, which are
originally part of Saudi territory.”
The two islands are at the entrance to the Gulf of Aqaba, an important conduit to the southern
Israeli port of Eilat. The islands are
also Israel’s gateway into the Red
Sea.
Soon after Egypt and Saudi Arabia
signed the maritime border agreement, Saudi Arabia said it would
abide by the terms of the EgyptianIsraeli peace treaty as far as navigation in the area is concerned.
The closure of the straits of Tiran
in 1967 precipitated Israel’s attack
on Egypt and capture of the Sinai
peninsula.
Egypt in 1979 became the first
Arab country to sign a peace treaty
with Israel. Saudi Arabia championed the Arab boycott of Egypt as a
result and Riyadh was also a strong
backer of the Palestinians in their
struggle against Israel.
The kingdom is now fast becoming part of peacemaking efforts with
Israel. Ghattas said with Egypt out
of the equation, because of its peace
treaty with Israel, and Syria devastated by its civil war, the Palestin-

An Egyptian protester sits on the ground in front of riot policemen during a demonstration against
the deal to relinquish sovereignty over two islands in the Red Sea to Saudi Arabia, on April 15th.
ians will be alone in the struggle
against Israel should Saudi Arabia
enter the “peace barn”.
Analysts said Saudi Arabia is becoming closer in geographical proximity to Israel and this is not by
chance.
“On the contrary, the maritime
border demarcation deal between
Egypt and Saudi is the by-product of
work done by more than one side to
bring Saudi Arabia and Israel closer
together,” political analyst Saad alZunt said. “Major alterations are
taking place at the regional scene
and what is happening between
Egypt and Saudi Arabia cannot be
separated from this.”
There is a line of thought that the
United States is setting the stage for
a broad alliance — combining Saudi
Arabia, Egypt and Israel — to face off

Iran as a threat to these countries’
security.
An Iran economically and militarily empowered by the release
of sanctions after it hammered out
a nuclear deal with the West is becoming Saudi Arabia’s most serious
enemy. The Shia state has been trying to besiege Saudi Arabia by coming to the centre of power in several
Arab capitals, including Baghdad,
Sana’a, Damascus and Beirut.
To keep the Iranian threat at bay,
Saudi Arabia is apparently ready to
cooperate with anybody, including
Israel. Saudi Arabia has been trying
to stop Iran’s attempts to influence
neighbouring countries.
It led a coalition against the Iranbacked Houthis, who overran several Yemeni cities, including Sana’a.
It has offered financial support to

the armed opposition to President
Bashar Assad since the start of the
Syrian civil war.
Now, analysts say, Saudi Arabia is
mending fences with Israel, which
is equally concerned over Iran’s
return to the international community. This is a true meeting of
contrasts, joining the most important country in Sunni Islam with
the country that proclaims itself the
homeland of the Jews.
“Cooperation between Israel
and Saudi Arabia will be more pronounced in the days to come,” Zunt
said. “Each of the two states is apparently ready to cooperate with
the devil so long as this serves its
strategic interests.”
Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Fighting despair is key
to peace and stability
in the Arab world

A

ccording to a recent survey by the International
Organisation for Migration, 80% of Iraqi migrants to
Germany reported the primary factor that drove them
to leave their homes was their belief there was “no
hope in the future”.
In much of the Arab world, loss of hope is a reflection
of failure by politicians to inspire confidence. Many are
perceived to be more interested in jockeying for power and influence
than working for the common good.
This has often fuelled a demobilising apathy towards political life.
For decades after independence, Arab youth were promised a better
future. Despite their leaders’ pledges, good jobs and a better quality
of life have not materialised. The rampant suspicion of widespread
corruption and the cynicism it created further undermined the
credibility of politicians.
Such cynicism towards the political class can provoke unrest among
frustrated segments of the population.
The more serious danger, however, is that diminished hopes can
lead to doubts about the possibility of peaceful political change. In
too many instances, that kind of attitude has paved the way for
violence and extremism.
Also, thousands of despairing young Arabs have risked their lives in
pursuit of greener pastures outside their countries’ borders. For years,
and especially in recent months, they have crossed the Mediterranean
and the Aegean seas by the thousands.
Confronted with disappointing realities upon arrival in Europe,
many are returning home.
The misleading narrative of greater reward in the hereafter has
encouraged small numbers of confused and fragile young minds to
seek the path of violent jihad.
The gaping void created by families as they increasingly disappear
from the lives of their children under the pressure of modern social
transformations has deprived younger generations of Arabs of a
crucial support system that used to provide them with more confidence for the future.
Social media, smartphones and almost universal access to the
internet have created more opportunities. They have also bred more
frustration among young people who have greater awareness of their
personal shortcomings and the limits of their own environments.
This vicious circle will be hard to break but there are possibilities
other than despair and self-destruction.
A 2016 University of Maryland survey of Tunisian public opinion
indicated that 78% of the population in this small North African
country said the “most important obligation for Tunisians” was to
“excel in science and technology”.
Only 1% of respondents said the overriding obligation should be to
“travel to Muslim countries to fight enemies of Islam”. This runs
against the reductive and misleading perception that Tunisia is
principally the top breeding ground for jihadism in the Middle East
and North Africa.
It also shows there can be light at the end of the tunnel in the
region.
Despite all the manifestations of catastrophic failure surrounding
them, young people in the Arab world still have dreams and they want
to pursue these dreams in their home countries. It is time that local
leaders — assisted by the international community — give them a
better chance to break the cycle of despair and offer them a realistic
vision of a better future on this Earth, not in the hereafter.
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It is time for reason to
prevail in Yemen

T

he Yemen peace talks
in Kuwait are the third
negotiations among
the warring parties
since the start of the
conflict. The first talks
were in June 2015 and the second
Abdulmajid al-Jalal
last December.
After a full year of vicious fighting, both sides in the conflict seem
to be exhausted and find themselves in politically and militarily
difficult situations. The legitimate
Yemeni government is facing
serious security challenges in the
southern regions made worse by
the presence of Islamic State (ISIS)
and al-Qaeda factions. Pressure
is building following calls for a
north-south partition.
To make things worse, the
military reality is moving towards
a stalemate and the adoption of
an “attack-and-retreat” strategy.
According to political and military
analysts, government forces have
failed to build on their victories
in Taiz and Naham. On the other
side, the Houthis and forces loyal
to former president Ali Abdullah
Saleh are getting aid and protection from foreign powers, which
renders defeating them virtually
impossible.
Given these realities, the battle
for Sana’a, the capital, has become
more complex and more difficult
to settle.
The Houthis and Saleh sympathisers have lost a great deal of
their political and military bite.
The pro-legitimate government
Arab alliance forces led by Saudi
Arabia have regained control of
almost 70% of Yemeni territory.
Rebel forces, however, are capable
and skilled enough to make the
fight difficult for government
forces, in addition to controlling
certain strategic zones.
These relative failures from both
sides might push belligerents to
stop hiding behind appearances of
flexibility and come to grips with
the practical necessities of a real
political settlement in accordance
with UN Resolution
2216 and the frame of
The Kuwait talks must reference established by
National Dialogue
necessarily lead to the the
and the Gulf Initiative.
There will be no
end of hostilities and
escape from having to
the preservation of a
make concessions, no
matter how painful they
unified Yemen.
might be. Anything less
than that will not do or
the conflict will go on
and increase in intensity and violence.
UN Special Envoy for Yemen
Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed set a

five-point agenda for a political
settlement. At the top is the necessity for the Houthis and Saleh factions to withdraw from Sana’a and
all other cities and to surrender
their heavy weapons. Then comes
the need for the legitimate government in Yemen to regain control
of state institutions and take the
proper security measures, the
need to settle the issue of political
prisoners, abducted people and
prisoners of war and, finally, the
need to negotiate the procedures
for a political transition.
The real problem, however, lies
in the appropriate mechanisms for
executing the points. The legitimate Yemeni government insists
on implementing them in the
order they were given. In other
words, the Houthi and Saleh factions must first withdraw, surrender their weapons and turn over
the cities and government institutions under their control, and then
there may be negotiations about
political transition.

After a full year of
vicious fighting,
both sides in the
conflict seem to be
exhausted.
Of course, the Houthis and
Saleh’s camp see things differently. They insist on discussing the
political transition and forming a
national unity government first.
Perhaps discussing the political transition process first might
lead to agreeing about forming a
national unity government headed
by a Yemini figure acceptable to all
parties in the conflict.
As a first step, it is likely to result in breaking down the distrust
barrier, reducing hateful discourse
and preparing the right conditions for moving forward with the
political process.
All of this, of course, must be
carried out under UN, international and regional oversight. This
international cover is intended
to keep the momentum of the
process going, monitor its details
and even penalise those who deviate from its frame of reference or
break its rules.
Whatever the details of the final
outcome might be, the Kuwait
talks must necessarily lead to the
end of hostilities and the preservation of a unified Yemen through
a political consensus.
Abdulmajid al-Jalal is a Saudi
writer.
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Best intentions don’t always yield great policy

I

f you think there are
tsunamis of divergent
opinions on the national
elections, you’re missing a
similar contest among US
think-tanks to frame policy
options for the next administraJean AbiNader
tion. What is interesting about
the exercise is that it does not
matter who wins, since the same
realities, domestic and foreign,
face whoever is elected.
Options and solutions proposed
by think-tanks, in any case, reflect
their particular points of view,
priorities and insights into what
the previous administration has
done right or wrong or did not pay
enough attention to or ignored at
the United States’ peril.
This is especially clear with
countries in which our interests
diverge, such as China, and more
intriguing with those countries
in which the United States has
shared interests, such as the
Middle East and North Africa
(MENA). What is also clear from
past administrations is that
MENA is where good intentions
regarding countries from Morocco
to Iraq often fail to deliver
consistently sound and actionable
policies.
The Center for a New American
Security (CNAS) recently launched
its foray into this tangle of good
intentions with an analysis titled
Reset, Negotiate, Institutionalise
— A Phased Middle East Strategy
for the Next President. It is wellreasoned and documented,
enumerates feasible steps and
clearly focuses on protecting what
remains of America’s alliances in
the region without jeopardising
its ability to adapt to changing
circumstances.
That said, whether it is CNAS,
SAIS, CSIS, AEI, CEIP or any other
of the more than 100 foreign
policy think-tanks in Washington,
almost any position on an issue
can be found. For example, the
recent Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) summit generated pro- and
anti-Saudi and pro- and anti-Iran
articles, providing support for
obviously opposing views, all
reflecting someone’s
definitions of the
King Mohammed VI
United States’
interests in
spoke at the GCC summit national
the region.
And then there
about the effects of not
is the question of
respecting old and
priorities. When
will Morocco, for
tested friendships.
example, receive
the same attention
as the United Arab
Emirates or Qatar?
All are allies and have important
regional roles to play in promoting
stability and security, yet it seems

King Mohammed VI of Morocco addressing the GCC summit, on April 20th.
that unless a country or a region is
in triage, it has to speak up loudly
and visibly to be heard.
Morocco is an excellent case
in point. The only mention of
Morocco in the CNAS report
is as the host for the talks to
constitute a government in Libya.
Absent from the only map in
the report is everything west of
the Levant. No mention is made
of the growing threats to North
Africa, and Morocco in particular,
from the Islamic State (ISIS) and
other extremists nor is there
any commentary on the flow of
fighters from the region to the
Syria-Iraq war zones and back.
Yet Morocco has steadfastly
supported the United States’
interests throughout the region
and for this ISIS has issued
numerous threats against the
country. Morocco plays a key
role in Jerusalem through King
Mohammed VI’s role as head
of the Jerusalem Committee. It
also has the most robust security
service cooperating with the
European Union and the United
States in combating terrorists who
have already caused great damage
to Europe’s sense of equanimity
and attitudes towards immigrants
fleeing combat zones.

Morocco recently became
co-chair of the Global
Counterterrorism Forum and the
country’s special counterterrorism
bureau recently intercepted
jihadists intent on moving
chemical weapons into Europe
through Morocco. What more can
be asked of an ally? If the report is
an example, without being more
proactive, the United States is in
danger of a growing breach with
its friends.
It is in this context that King
Mohammed VI spoke at the
GCC summit about the effects
of not respecting old and tested
friendships. “There have been
new alliances that may lead to
disunity and a reshuffling of roles
and functions in the region,” he
said. “In fact, these are attempts
to foment strife and create
chaos and no country would be
spared. It could have serious
consequences for the region, even
the world at large.”
The king went on to detail
how Morocco was diversifying
its “partnerships at political,
strategic and economic levels” to
include Russia, China and India.
He said the GCC and Morocco and
Jordan “are facing conspiracies
that seek to undermine our

collective security. They want
to destabilise the few countries
which have managed to safeguard
their security, stability and
political systems.”
So when think-tanks look at
the MENA region, it may be more
effective to think beyond conflicts
in the Levant and Gulf to also
address threats to the United
States’ interests at the other end of
the Mediterranean. For example,
the CNAS report recommends
that, as a first step, the next
president make a trip “focused
on America’s closest regional
partners” starting with the Levant
and the Gulf “and possibly Egypt”,
clearly aimed at damping down
instability in Iraq and Syria.
Yet the conflict and chaos
that drive these priorities are
inexorably moving across the
region and will metastasise if not
confronted with a robust US- and
EU-led strategy in partnership
with friends like Morocco.
Jean AbiNader resides in the
Washington area and is a
long-time participant in US-Arab
affairs. Other articles can be found
at www.jeanabinader.com.
Follow him on Twitter:
@jeanabinader.

The problem with Saudi liberals

T

he biggest problem
that liberals in Saudi
Arabia face is that
nobody likes them.
For the most part, the
people of Saudi Arabia
simply do not like the liberals and
Sara Matar
only a tiny minority hold, or are
even interested in hearing about,
similar political views.
Saudi Arabia’s liberals suffer
a real lack of connection with
ordinary people. In the eyes of
many, these people are out of
touch with the daily
concerns of ordinary
Saudi liberals suffer Saudis. They fail to engage
with other Saudis, use
a real lack of
language that does not
resonate with them and
connection with
talk about topics that do
ordinary people.
not concern them.
Instead, liberals
are more focused on
using social media to
enter dense theoretical debates
with anybody who disagrees
with them. The problem? The
people they are debating with
are similarly out of touch with

the majority of Saudis and their
concerns. They do not engage with
working-class Saudis but, rather,
academics and intellectuals like
themselves.
The discourse that is used by
Saudi liberals walls them off
completely from ordinary people,
who have no chance to understand
the ideas and arguments that
liberals are trying to get across, let
alone adopt. This is the reality that
people in Saudi Arabia face from
academics and theorists in their
midst.
This is a huge gap between
the liberals and ordinary Saudis,
wherever they come from and
whatever their background.
The liberals call, ceaselessly, for
justice, democratic accountability
and greater freedoms and
protections — ideals ordinary
Saudis should be in favour of.
Despite this, a wall exists between
those who are advocating for more
freedom for the people and the
people whose freedom they are
advocating.
This is a problem that must be

addressed directly, particularly as
it is one that is only getting worse,
as can be seen from the liberals’
troubling position on religion,
which is very important to most
Saudis.
In addition, the way liberals
seek to set out their arguments
and views indicates that they
are as concerned about winning
fame and renown as they are
about actually achieving their
idealised objectives. The people
feel that Saudi liberals are
selfishly concerned with their own
interests, seeking to lead public
opinion rather than engaging in
real debate with the people, who
are ultimately ignored and left out
of the dialogue.
This is a dangerous state
of affairs that has served to
strengthen those who advocate
dangerous views, including
sectarianism and extremism.
The vacuum being left by
liberals allows such preachers,
who are able to engage with
ordinary people in their own terms
and speak their language, to gain

popularity. These hate preachers
convince people with their flawed
arguments and gain popular
support because they appeal to
average Saudis emotionally, not
just based on ideas. They might
not know who John Locke or Adam
Smith are but they are able to incite
the passion of the masses. This
is something that modern Saudi
liberals are simply not able to do.
The liberals are trying to
promote rights and are seeking
to change laws, including calling
for greater women’s rights.
However, they seek to pursue
this in an overtly sensational
manner that is ultimately selfdefeating, particularly as the Saudi
government said it will respond to
many of the demands for change,
including pursuing a democracy
that is consistent with the vision of
the Saudi people.
Saudi liberals must learn how to
engage with the Saudi people, and
on what issues, if they want to be
able to effect change.
Sara Matar is a Saudi writer.
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Saudi ‘Vision 2030’ sparks praise, scepticism
Rob L. Wagner

Riyadh

S

audi Deputy Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz’s ambitious
reforms to reduce the
kingdom’s dependence on
oil and turn to investment, manufacturing and tourism as a major
source of revenue have sparked optimism among the country’s leading
economic analysts but also scepticism from some market watchers.
Many economists, however, agree
that sweeping reforms to shore up
Saudi Arabia’s $98 billion budget
deficit is long overdue and a major
step towards developing other revenue-generating industries is vital
to the country’s economic survival.
The centrepiece of Salman’s road
map that establishes a vision for
Saudi Arabia’s future to 2030 is to issue an initial public offering (IPO) of
1-5% interest in Saudi Aramco, the
world’s largest oil company with a
value estimated at $2 trillion, to
capital markets. By floating Aramco
on the stock exchange and diversifying its investments, the deputy
crown prince said the Saudi economy would be more resilient.

“The plan doesn’t
mean that the
kingdom lives
without oil but it
means that the
kingdom is to get
ready after the oil
era.”
Former major-general
Anwar Majed Eshki
“I think by 2020, if oil stops we
can survive,” Salman told al-Arabiya television. “We need it, we need
it, but I think in 2020 we can live
without oil.”
Anwar Majed Eshki, a former major-general in the Saudi military and
president of the Middle East Centre
for Strategic and Legal Studies, said
the plan doesn’t mean abandoning
oil as a revenue source by 2020.
“The plan doesn’t mean that the
kingdom lives without oil but it

means that the kingdom is to get
ready after the oil era by exploiting oil to create the alternatives in
different fields, most important of
which are minerals, investments,
industries and tourism,” he said.
Not all economists are convinced.
Jason Tuvey, a Middle East economist at the London-based Capital
Economics, said revenue will still
come from Saudi oil.

“This is an ambitious
goal but, however,
achievable to a large
extent.”
Ahmed al-Jundi, an
executive analyst,
Diyar Consultants
“In a sense I think they are trying to pull the wool over people’s
eyes,” Tuvey said. “The revenue
still comes from Aramco. In short,
Saudi Arabia will be dependent on
oil for many years.”
John Sfakianakis, director of the
Economics Research at the Riyadhbased Gulf Research Centre, is more
optimistic. He said that, while the
road map is ambitious, even meeting only some of the prince’s goals
would be a vast improvement to the
country’s economy.
“It surely can be achieved if it
brings everybody under one umbrella,” Sfakianakis said. “Even if it’s
not achieved, halfway is enough to
dramatically change the country’s
dependence on oil. You need to be
ambitious to rid yourself of (oil) dependency. It’s easier said than done
but if accomplished by only 50% it’s
very good.”
Ahmed al-Jundi, an executive
analyst at the Jeddah-based architectural firm Diyar Consultants, said
Salman’s plans can be accomplished
if private and public employers are
committed.
“This is an ambitious goal but,
however, achievable to a large extent,” Jundi said. “It can be achieved
through real reforms in all sectors.
The current revenues should be
reinvested into different markets
to guarantee annual returns. The
Saudi work force should be utilised
correctly to truly provide people the
environment to grow. It’s possible
to change the economic balance if

Saudi Defence Minister and Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz holds a news
conference in Riyadh, on April 25th.
the entire government machinery
completely and seriously submits
to the vision 2030.”
Government cooperation is the
crux to whether the prince’s vision can be successful; perhaps the
most important element to achieve
at least partial success to transform
Saudi Arabia’s economy from oil dependency to a diversified industry
and investments is to control corruption.
“The government’s focus should
be on achieving goals; systemising, restructuring and allowing the
private sector to participate in the
different sectors,” Jundi said. “This
would lead to transparency and
introduce a system of automatic
checks and balances.”
He added: “Transparency is a key
and market participants are encouraged, but the government’s substantial attention to the economy
and its youth is what truly increases
participation and the general confidence.”
Tuvey said that by making Aramco more transparent, it will “improve corporate governance, not

just Aramco but also the public sector”.
Unexpected in Salman’s road
map are plans to develop a military
industry. The prince said in his interview: “Is it logical that we are
ranked the third in world military
spending and yet we do not have
any military manufacturing capabilities?”
Eshki said Saudi Arabia has had
factories to manufacture light arms
in Al-Kharj for 50 years, “but the
concentration will be in spare parts
and some types of weapons”.
Eshki said the Saudi government
will impose a condition on companies selling weapons that they must
invest 30% from sales in the spare
parts industry.
Saudi Arabia has long struggled
to jump-start its struggling tourism
industry, which is primarily focused
on Muslim pilgrims. But haj pilgrims
are limited to visiting the holy cities
of Medina and Mecca and umrah
visitors have only two weeks to visit.
The Commission for Tourism
and National Heritage recently announced “Umrah-Plus,” a plan that

extends a pilgrim’s visa to 30 days
to allow visits to a broader range
of tourist destinations, including
Islamic archaeological and heritage
sites. Saudi Arabia offers no tourist
visas.
Salman wants to go further, noting that there are plans to open
the largest Islamic museum in the
country and allow more tourists
into Saudi Arabia. The tourism commission has always focused on domestic tourists first and then Muslims from Gulf Cooperation Council
countries. When pressed in his alArabiya interview about opening
doors to tourist of all nationalities,
Salman replied: “Undoubtedly, in
line with our values and beliefs.”
Sfakianakis said tourism remains
underutilised.
For growth, jobs and recreation,
tourism is an untapped potential,”
he said. “To be the highest multiplayer than all the other sectors,
that means (the tourism industry)
must create jobs and serve other
areas of the economy and generate
output. It cuts across a lot of sectors.”

The beginning of the road for Saudi Arabia
Jareer Elass

Washington

T

he announcement of
Saudi Arabia’s adoption
of a National Transformation Plan (NTP), dubbed
“Saudi Vision 2030”, can
certainly be applauded for its bold
economic goals.
Indeed, according to Vision
2030’s chief architect, Saudi Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz, implementation of the plan would enable the
kingdom to “live without oil” within five years, in part by channelling
profits from the partial sale of state
oil giant Saudi Aramco into a newly
created public investment fund.
Meeting that goal by 2020 would
be an admirable, if not incredible,
achievement, given that as much
as 80% of the Gulf country’s revenues have traditionally derived
from oil sales. If Saudi Vision 2030
is put in place in anywhere close
to the time frame suggested by the
deputy crown prince, it would be
a remarkable departure for a government that has long earned the
reputation for being conservative
and cautious in adopting reform of
any kind — be it political, social or
economic.
Deputy Crown Prince Salman
noted that “2015 was the year of
the quick fix; 2016 is the year of the
more organised quick fix, and 2017

will be the year the Vision begins”.
But the grand scope of shifting the
economy from oil-based to one
that will be built on the success of
a giant sovereign wealth fund that
is initially fed by the limited sale
of the country’s crown economic
jewel would prove challenging in
any given time frame, let alone the
abbreviated one being promoted.
Even if the regime had the full
backing of the rest of the royal family, the religious establishment and
key merchant families for all of its
plans to meet their target dates, a
lot of economic restructuring needs
to take place quickly without being
bogged down by red tape. And the
Saudi government must take into
account the potential for domestic
backlash along the way.

“2017 will be the year
the Vision begins.”
Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz
Case in point: The dramatic cuts
to energy and utility subsidies that
were instituted in late 2015 have
had a mixed reception within the
kingdom. The mounting public
outcry over large increases in water prices and subsequent billing
errors that resulted in many customers being grossly overcharged
led King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud to fire Water and Electricity
Minister Abdullah al-Hussayen on

A new tower under
construction in the Saudi
capital Riyadh.

April 23rd and temporarily replace
him with Agriculture Minister Abdel Rahman al-Fadli.
This should be an instructive lesson for the Saudi government in
what happens when you move too
quickly on policy changes and fail
to implement them correctly. The
leadership should be mindful that
a citizenry with other state-provided amenities that may also be taxed
soon will be holding government officials more accountable and will
let the regime know when it has
made a serious misstep.
Deputy Crown Prince Salman
made it clear in an interview with
the New York Times last November
that streamlining how the government functions as part of the economic reforms is critical to fighting
corruption, an issue he indicated
was “one of our main challenges”.
With any profitable state entity being privatised, there runs the risk
of corruption unless appropriate
mechanisms are put in place. The
listing of up to 5% of Saudi Aramco and offerings in its subsidiaries
on stock exchanges in Riyadh and
New York must be conducted without any question of impropriety.
Perhaps mindful of the concerns
that potential investors may have
about the Saudi Aramco initial public offering (IPO), Deputy Crown
Prince Salman noted in a television
interview that “Aramco’s listing has
many benefits, the most important
and before everything is transparency… It will be under the supervi-

sion of all Saudi banks, all analysts,
all Saudi bankers. Even more, all
international banks and research
and planning centres in the world
will monitor it extensively.”
Transparency, however, has
never been the Saudi government’s
strong suit and that is where there
could be stumbling blocks in regard
to a Saudi Aramco IPO. The state oil
firm has never disclosed standard
financial figures, such as annual
revenue, profit or debt and would
be forced to open its books and be
forthcoming with that detailed information to potential investors.
Deputy Crown Prince Salman has
insisted that the IPO for Saudi Aramco would not involve excluding
the company’s most profitable oil
production operations. It is unclear
if this will indeed be the case when
the IPO is eventually announced. If
those upstream operations end up
off limits, it will be fascinating to
see how much the firm is then valued when it lists its shares.
As ambitious as the goals of
Saudi Vision 2030 are, it is unrealistic to expect Saudi Arabia to
“live without oil” by 2020, as optimistically projected by the deputy
crown prince. Perhaps 2030 is even
a stretch. Despite the inevitable
failures and miscalculations, however, the road to real change has to
begin somewhere.
Jareer Elass reports on energy
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is
based in Washington.
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Obama’s worldview at odds with Riyadh’s
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

M

uch has been written about tensions
between the United
States and Saudi Arabia and its Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) partners
in the wake of US President Barack
Obama’s semi-successful trip to
Saudi Arabia.
Most of the analyses have pointed to policy differences between
the two countries:
1) The United States sees the
Iran nuclear deal as a victory for
stability in the region because it
precludes Tehran from developing nuclear weapons; Saudi Arabia
sees the deal as giving Iran a pass
on the nuclear issue and allowing
Tehran to use revenues that accrue
from easing sanctions to bolster its
destabilising activities in the Arab
world.

Obama sees the region
and its problems from
a profoundly different
ideological
perspective than the
Saudis.
2) The United States sees the
Yemen conflict as a humanitarian
disaster that has allowed al-Qaeda
in the Arabian Peninsula and the
Islamic State (ISIS) to make gains
there; the Saudis and the United
Arab Emirates say they have taken
an important stand against Iranbacked Houthi rebels.
3) The United States accepts that
Syrian President Bashar Assad will
likely remain in power for an interim period; Saudi Arabia wants
Assad to leave immediately.
4) Underlying these problems is

a perception among Saudi officials
that the United States is no longer a
reliable security partner because of
Obama’s focus on Asia.
Although these policy differences have contributed to the strains
in the relationship, there are also
strong ideological differences between how Obama and the Saudis
view the region that received much
less attention.
In his interviews with the Atlantic that formed the basis of Jeffrey
Goldberg’s article The Obama Doctrine, the US president said sectarianism is a big part of the problem
facing the Middle East.
In Obama’s words: “You’ve got
a violent extremist ideology or
ideologies that are turbocharged
through social media. You’ve got
countries that have few civic traditions, so that as autocratic regimes
start fraying, the only organising
principles are sectarian.”
It seems that part of Obama’s
problems with Saudi Arabia is his
perception that the Saudis are fixated on the Shias in the region and
want to lead the Sunnis in an all-out
effort to squash them and keep Shia
Iran in check.
In Obama’s mindset, such sectarian policies are not only unhelpful to the cause of Middle Eastern
stability but detract from the main
goal of defeating ISIS.
It was not coincidental that
Obama, during his trip to Saudi
Arabia, made a strong case for GCC
countries to help Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi consolidate
power and fight ISIS. Obama was
implicitly stating that if the Saudis
and other Gulf states simply view
Abadi as just another Shia politician who has links to Iran, then the
struggle against ISIS will not come
to a favourable conclusion anytime
soon.
In an interview with New York

Times columnist Tom Friedman
in April 2015, Obama stated that if
the Iran nuclear issue is put into a
box, “it’s possible that Iran, seeing the benefits of sanctions relief,
starts focusing more on the economy and its people. And investment
starts coming in, and the country
starts opening up. If we’ve done a
good job in bolstering the sense of
security and defence cooperation
between us and the Sunni states…
then what’s possible is you start
seeing an equilibrium in the region,
and Sunni and Shia, Saudi and Iran
start saying, ‘Maybe we should
lower tensions and focus on the
extremists like [ISIS] that would
burn down this entire region if they
could.’”

Nothing in the
remaining months of
Obama’s presidency is
likely to change his
view.
In other words, Obama said that
the policy of opening up to Iran not
only has the potential to make it a
more responsible state in the region
but contributes to a lessening of
sectarian tensions. However, from
the Saudi perspective, opening up
to Iran merely emboldens Tehran
to carry on its nefarious actions in
the region.
In addition, Obama does not
see Iran and its assistance to Shia
groups as the main problem in the
Middle East. In Obama’s view, the
chief threats are ISIS and like-minded groups that seek to destabilise
the region and the internal problems facing most Arab countries.
Obama told Friedman in the same
interview: “The biggest threats that
they [Gulf Arab countries] face may
not be coming from Iran invading
[but from] dissatisfaction inside
their own countries.”

US President Barack Obama boards Air Force One at Stansted
Airport, England, on April 24th, at the end of trips to Saudi
Arabia, England and Germany.
Hence, despite renewed US commitments to Saudi Arabia’s security and promises of more arms
sales to the Gulf states, it is clear
that Obama sees the region and its
problems from a profoundly different ideological perspective than the
Saudis and nothing in the remain-

ing months of his presidency is likely to change this view.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.
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Rashmee
Roshan Lall

E

very now and then,
the US-Saudi
relationship is
described as “awkward”, but never
more so than now
when US President Barack
Obama made a swift late-April
trip to Riyadh and met with
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud.
No one, it was reported, was
left with a warm and fuzzy
feeling, especially not the
principals. A statement released
after the meeting said that the
two leaders “exchanged views”,
which is “diplomat-ese” for
their having failed to agree on
much.
So what is new?
The United States and Saudi
Arabia did not agree on much.
How could it be any different
with two countries that are
so different in temperament,
habit, culture and aspiration?
One is a religiously orthodox
monarchical family estate; the
other a fiercely freedom-loving,
self-regarding democracy with
an advancing (if contentious)
socially liberal agenda.
It was arguably simpler
in 1945 when Saudi King
Abdulaziz, Salman’s father, met
US president Franklin Delano
Roosevelt on board the US Navy
cruiser USS Quincy in the Great
Bitter Lake segment of the

The intervention in
Yemen signalled the start
of a new muscular Saudi
decisiveness.

Suez Canal on Valentine’s Day
1945. Then, the trade-off was
straightforward: The United
States would provide security,
the Saudis oil. Both countries
were worried about communism
and were content to stay in
touch if not exactly in sync.
Now, it is all changing.
Even while Obama was in
Riyadh, veteran Saudi former
intelligence chief Prince Turki
al-Faisal was pronouncing that
“there is going to have to be a
recalibration of our relationship
with America”.
Some would say the
recalibration has already
happened. The “Salman
doctrine” is a sign. It has been
described by the well-connected
Saudi journalist Jamal
Khashoggi as the king’s decision
“that Saudi interest comes first”
and that Riyadh cannot link
its fate to its alliance with the
United States.
The intervention in Yemen
signalled the start of a new
muscular Saudi decisiveness.
Then there is the “Mohammed
bin Salman doctrine”, which
encompasses the modernising
dreams of the 31-year-old deputy
crown prince. He has unveiled
his Saudi Vision 2030, which
includes the creation of the
world’s largest sovereign wealth
fund, among other initiatives.
In truth, though, it is the
United States that set the
recalibration of relations in
motion, not just by pursuing
a nuclear deal with Iran and
remaining, as the Gulf Arabs see
it, silent about Tehran’s regional
meddling and adventurism.
There is the blowback from
9/11. It has been 15 years
coming and is stirring a delayed
revulsion towards Saudi Arabia
among America’s elected

officials. One does not have to be
Saudi (or, for that matter, Arab)
to wonder if this is because of
the bounty of fracking, enabling
the United States to become one
of the world’s largest energy
producers and reducing its
reliance on Saudi oil.
In the long term, such an
expedient uncoupling from
Saudi Arabia may be both illtimed and imprudent. Fracking
produces approximately
300,000 barrels of natural gas a
day but how long can it continue
given all the worrying reports
about its environmental, health
and safety consequences? Only
cheap and plentiful renewable
energy can liberate the United
States from dependence on oil
and that day is some way off.
Short-sighted and stubborn,
the US Congress continues to
debate a bipartisan bill that
would allow American victims
of the 9/11 attacks to sue the
Saudi government and claim
damages if Riyadh were found
by US courts to be complicit.
What a time to be doing this.
If anything, the Saudis are now
better partners in the so-called
war on terror than in 2001. CNN
reporter Fareed Zakaria recently
recalled retired US Army general
David Petraeus telling him that
“the most significant strategic
shift during his time in uniform
was that Saudi Arabia went from
being a tacit supporter to an
aggressive foe of jihadi groups”.
That sounds about right
because the House of Saud is as
much in the sights of the jihadi
groups as the United States, the
West, Israel, India and others.
Though the Saudis undoubtedly
bear significant responsibility
for the spread of an intolerant
interpretation of Islam and for
exporting it around the world,

The United
States and
Saudi Arabia
did not agree
on much.

they arguably lost control of the
extremist levers more than 30
years ago.
In any case, it would be foolish
for the United States to legislate
to allow its citizens to claim
damages if American courts find
the Saudi government complicit.
First, can that even be proved?
Second, to strip Riyadh of
sovereign immunity might
turn Washington into a target
as well. Consider the lawsuits
that citizens of different
countries could bring against
the US government — the house
destroyed by a drone strike in
Pakistan; the death of a family’s
main breadwinner in a bombing
raid on the Iraq-Syria border; the
bride who was widowed before
the marriage rites because of a
US strike on wedding party in
Afghanistan.
For all sorts of reasons,
America’s interest is to stay
deeply engaged with Saudi
Arabia. Eddy’s account of the
FDR-Abdulaziz meeting provides
a worthwhile postscript. He
describes the simple good faith
with which the Saudi king
straightforwardly asked for an
honourable friendship with FDR
because he was known “as the
champion of every freedom and
because the US never colonises
nor enslaves”. The American
president, wrote Eddy, “gave
Ibn Saud the double assurance”
that he personally, as president,
would never do anything which
might prove hostile to the Arabs
and the US government would
make no change in that.
How far we have come.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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New Libya government slowly assumes control
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibya’s internationally recognised government of
Faiez al-Sarraj extended
its influence in Tripoli by
peacefully taking control
of a few ministries one month after
it sailed into the Libyan capital.
The Foreign Ministry in Tripoli
on April 25th became the latest
government department to be formally handed over to Sarraj’s authority.
The control of the ministries
gives the government a platform
to reach out to Libyans yearning
for normality as the new authority
struggles to win endorsement from
the internationally recognised parliament in the eastern city of Tobruk.
The government progress in
Tripoli came amid sustained support of the international community highlighted by a flurry of visits of
European ministers and diplomats
to Tripoli to press the message that
Sarraj’s government is the only legitimate authority.

The Foreign Ministry
in Tripoli on April 25th
became the latest
government
department to be
formally handed over
to Sarraj’s authority.
As Sarraj’s government slowly
gains authority in Tripoli, the
country’s rump army led by former
general Khalifa Haftar moved to
take control of eastern Libyan positions from the Islamic State (ISIS)
and other radical Islamists.
As a result, ISIS has been retreating from some locations, including
Derna, to its stronghold in Sirte.
Sarraj’s government hailed the
military advance against ISIS and
promised support to the army and
local population but it was not
clear whether this would translate
into a reconciliation between powers in the east and in Tripoli.
Haftar-led Libyan forces have
recaptured key areas in the eastern city of Benghazi, building on
advances made during weeks of
clashes with ISIS and other Islamist

opponents. The troops took over a
camp near the University of Benghazi, which has been one of the
most bitterly contested sites in the
city since Haftar launched Operation Dignity in May 2014.
ISIS retreated from Derna, also
in the east, after it came under assault from rival Islamists and Haftar forces.

Several HoR members
and other Haftar
backers brand Sarraj’s
government as a tool
of Islamist rivals.
Many Libyans fear the country is
beginning to splinter as they look
at military progress of the Haftar
forces coupled with the attempt
by an eastern rogue energy company to export oil while the House
of Representatives (HoR) — also in
the east — has yet to endorse Sarraj’s UN-brokered Government of
National Accord (GNA).
Several HoR members and other
Haftar backers brand Sarraj’s government as a tool of Islamist rivals
in Tripoli and elsewhere.
Many Libyans also worry that
Sarraj’s political advance in Tripoli
might lead his supporters to forgo
the search for support by the HoR,
seeing it as not crucial for the legitimacy of his government.
“We are in a peculiar situation of
a man who has the international legitimacy but he has none in Libya,”
said Moncef Djaziri, a political scientist at the University of Lausanne
in Switzerland.
“That does mean that Sarraj’s
backers — the whole EU and in
some way the USA — are implicated
in a process to defend his government if it were to be threatened,
which is not far from happening,”
he added.
Libyan political analyst Omar
Kodi said: “Most signals point to
the difficulty of entente between
the Libyan factions because they
are not able to do that as they put
personalities before principles and
stick to their stubbornness.”
“If the Libyans fail to forge compromise and consensus, the international community will not wait
for them forever while the country
is being turned into [an ISIS] refuge and a springboard for migrants
seeking to reach Europe,” he added.

Libyan security forces stand guard as officials arrive for a handover signing gathering at the Libyan
Foreign Ministry in Tripoli, on April 25th.
Even if the Libyans were to quiet
the concerns of the European Union and the United States about
the fight against ISIS, the flow of
migrants could be more testing for
them as good weather will likely
to trigger new waves of migration
across the Mediterranean.
EU officials have warned that
450,000 migrants could attempt to
reach Europe this summer as a result of the crisis in Libya.
“In Libya there are a million potential migrants,” General Paolo
Serra, a military adviser for UN Libya envoy Martin Kobler, told a committee at the Italian parliament.
The rapid deterioration of Libya’s
oil-dependent economy is threatening the objectives of the country’s new government, political

and security analysts say.
“Libya is on the verge of economic and financial collapse,”
said Claudia Gazzini, senior Libya
analyst for the International Crisis
Group.
Instability has sharply reduced
production levels as armed factions have taken over oil and gas
regions. If the government fails to
exert control, the contest for energy resources could deepen political fissures and trigger more violence, preventing the unified front
that Washington and its allies seek
against ISIS, analysts say.
Resurrecting Libya’s oil production is crucial to preventing economic ruin, which could force the
country to become heavily dependent on Western aid and propel more

Libyans to flee to Europe, adding
to the refugee crisis there. It is also
vital for the government’s survival.
The Libyan economy has long relied almost entirely on oil and gas
extraction, which accounts for 95%
of its export earnings and 99% of
government income, according to
UN statistics.
Five years ago, before the NATObacked uprising that ousted dictator Muammar Qaddafi, Libya was
producing 1.6 million barrels of oil
a day. Libya’s oil production currently stands at about 360,000 barrels a day.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
reported on North Africa for
decades.

Libya’s moment of truth
View poi nt

Alaya Allani

A

fter the return of
UN-backed Libyan
Prime Minister Faiez
al-Sarraj to the
capital Tripoli, hope
is returning to Libya
but it is hope laced with caution
for the moment of truth is really
here.
As most “Arab spring” transitions
have failed, Libyans must draw the
right conclusions.
A number of questions are pressing: Will the Sarraj government be
able to impose its authority across
the country? Will it be able to repair the extensive damage caused
by five years of war? Will it succeed, even partially, in disarming
all the militias? Will it learn from
the mistakes of the other “Arab
spring” governments that failed to
combat corruption and find a radical solution to terrorism?
The Sarraj government will have
to focus on three areas: Security,

The Sarraj government
will have to focus on
three areas: Security, the
economy and foreign
policy.

the economy and foreign policy.
It must draw a detailed plan for
bringing security back to Libya. To
achieve that, it must fight widespread organised crime and go after
the Islamic State (ISIS) and Ansar
al-Sharia militant groups plus their
political supporters.
It must also disarm the various militias, even if it has to do so
gradually.
There should be an equally
urgent plan for economic recovery,
starting with repairing Libya’s ports
and oil refineries so as to gradually regain previous levels of oil
exports.
Today, Libya exports only onefifth of the amount it did before
2011 and, with low oil prices, Libya
will be pushed to find alternative
sources of income and invest in
clean energies, similar to what is
happening in the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia.
The second issue regards restructuring Libya’s financial institutions
and revising a highly suspect list
of welfare recipients. There are
internationally recognised, competent Libyans capable of reforming
Libya’s economy.
A third issue consists in drawing
detailed plans for urban recovery.
These plans will play a major role
in providing jobs for many of the
unemployed in Libya and even in
neighbouring countries.

Implementing these security and
economic programmes will, to a
large extent, diffuse the tremendous social tension in Libya and
prepare the ground for a foreign
policy in tune with the democratic
transition period.
The first issue the Sarraj government will have to deal with is
calling for international help to
tackle ISIS and all the other terrorist organisations in Libya. But, can
this mean a remake of the Syrian or
the Iraqi scenarios in Libya?
In other words, will there be
air strikes by major international
forces in conjunction with land
operations by the Libyan Army?
Then again, we do not know
whether rearming the Libyan military can be done quickly. And who
would supply the Libyan Army?
Could they be restricted to just the
United States and Europe or will
Russian and Chinese suppliers be
considered, similar to what happened under Muammar Qaddafi’s
autocratic rule?
Furthermore, how would the reconstruction contracts be awarded?
And what would the outlines of
the Sarraj government’s policy be
towards Libya’s neighbours and regional power houses such as Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, Qatar and Turkey?
Will such a policy take into consideration the interests of the entire Libyan population or just those

The Sarraj
government
has a heavy
and serious
mission
ahead.

of the parties and interest groups
making up the government?
All of these numerous questions
point to one thing: The Sarraj government has a heavy and serious
mission ahead.
It is daunting but not impossible.
With determination, wisdom and
genuine consensus, this government can succeed.
Its greatest achievement will be
in safeguarding lives and property
from bandit militias and safeguarding the country from the evils of
partition.
The latter objective can be attained by recognising and respecting cultural specificities of all races
and ethnicities making up Libyan
society. Another major achievement for the new government
would be to safeguard the country
from the divisive evils of movements using religion for political
purposes.
The best scenario possible would
be for the Libyan people to quickly
close the door on political Islam
and the new Salafist movements in
Libya through ballots, not bullets.
Allowing these movements to remain in Libya represents a serious
security threat to the country, its
neighbours and the world.
Alaya Allani is an expert on Islamic
extremism. He teaches at the
University of Manouba in Tunis.
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France’s Mideast initiative is only available
option as Americans disengage
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

P

alestinians are embracing a
French initiative to jumpstart peace negotiations
with Israel as the United
States,
the
traditional
sponsor of Middle East peacemaking, disengages as US presidential
elections draw near.
Palestinians see the French initiative is the only option that might
stop Israeli seizure of Palestinian
land, improve deteriorating conditions in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip and revive hopes of Palestinian
statehood.
With their Arab supporters inundated by the fallout of “Arab spring”
revolutions and the militant violence gripping Iraq and Syria, Palestinians feel a deep sense of abandonment and despair as they face
hard-line Israeli policies.

Palestinians see the
French initiative is the
only option that might
stop Israeli seizure of
Palestinian land.
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas told French President François Hollande during an April 15th
meeting in Paris that the Palestinians fully back France’s new initiative to advance the peace process.
Abbas spokesman Nabil Abu
Rudeineh said the Palestinian leader updated Hollande on “the difficult and suffocating circumstances
in which the Palestinian people live,
due to Israel’s occupation and settlement expansion and the shadow
of a diplomatic impasse”.
Hollande later went on a trip that
took him to Egypt, Lebanon and
Jordan, where he heard complaints
about the burdens of hosting Syrian
refugees and threats posed by the
Syrian and Iraqi wars and Islamic
State (ISIS) militants.
So far, little has emerged on the
French initiative.
When Paris announced the initiative in January, French officials said
the effort would entail hosting an international conference in the summer to establish a framework for a

French President François Hollande (L) and Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas talk after a meeting at the Élysée Palace in Paris,
on April 15th.
final Palestinian-Israeli peace deal.
The two warring sides can stay away
from the initial ceremonial meeting
but must get into tough negotiations right afterward, the initiative
envisioned.
Initially, France said it would recognise a Palestinian state if the talks
failed but French Foreign Minister
Jean-Marc Ayrault later said the recognition would not come so soon.
Abbas, who set out for talks in
Moscow with Russian President
Vladimir Putin, later arrived in New
York for UN meetings.
Travelling with Abbas, Abu
Rudeineh said the Palestinian leader told Hollande that “he hoped
the French initiative would see the
light”.

“France plays an important role
in efforts to establish a fair, comprehensive and durable peace in accordance with international resolutions,” Abu Rudeineh said.
Israel and the Palestinians are
locked in renewed violence that has
killed at least 200 Palestinians and
28 Israelis since October. Tensions
peaked then over what Palestinians
saw as Israeli attempts to annex the
revered al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem.
Palestinians complain of humiliating living conditions under Israel’s
military occupation, such as closure
of West Bank cities, the siege on the
Gaza Strip, Israeli harassment at
checkpoints, home demolitions and
land grabs to expand Jewish settle-

ments in Palestinian lands in violation of international law and UN
resolutions.
Ahead of his foreign tour, Abbas
called for a UN resolution condemning Israeli settlements and accused
the United States of insufficient action on the issue.
The draft resolution, which was
submitted in March, defines Israeli
settlements as illegal and calls for a
one-year timetable to reach a finalstatus agreement, according to a
copy of the text posted online.
The resolution was written in consultation with UN Security Council
members but will likely be stymied
by a US veto.
Washington has repeatedly vetoed Security Council resolutions

opposed by Israel but there has
been speculation that US President
Barack Obama could change course
in the waning days of his presidency.
Palestinian-Israeli peace talks
have been stalled since a US initiative collapsed in 2014.
Both Abbas and Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu openly
expressed interest in meeting each
other in the last several weeks but
neither side has made a public move
to get negotiations going.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly
and has reported on the Middle
East and North Africa for nearly
three decades.

Social media are Palestinians’ latest ally
View poi nt

Diana Buttu

A

n Israeli soldier was
caught on camera
doing what Palestinians have long
asserted troops
have often done:
summarily executing a motionless Palestinian as he lay on the
ground.
This was not the first time an
Israeli soldier was caught killing a
Palestinian and undoubtedly will
not be the last. What is different,
however, is that the action was
caught on camera and attracted
international attention. The UN
Special Rapporteur on summary
executions condemned Israel’s
actions and said it carried “all the
signs of a clear case of an extrajudicial execution”. Several international organisations followed
suit.
Israeli officials were forced
to arrest the soldier and charge
him. However, given the impu-

For Israel, shedding
light on the actions
of the most sacred
Israeli institution
— its military — is
considered treason.

nity with which Israeli soldiers
operate, Israelis were stunned
that the soldier was actually being charged for something that
is commonplace and instead of
ostracising the soldier, Israelis,
including politicians, rallied in
support of this killer.
The Israeli town of Beit
Shemesh promoted a rally in
favour of the soldier, labelled a
“hero”, in which hundreds turned
out in support. Online petitions
calling for the soldier’s release
gained more than 50,000 signatures and public opinion polls
indicate that most Israelis say the
soldier should not face any punishment for his action.
The campaign worked: Israeli
officials have announced that the
soldier will face manslaughter —
not murder — charges.
While there is tremendous support for the soldier, the Palestinian who filmed the execution is
facing a different reality: Emad
Abu Shamsiya, a Palestinian shoemaker, was brave enough to both
film the execution and release the
video to a human rights non-governmental organisation (NGO).
Abu Shamsiya has been the target
of death threats and a lawsuit by
Israeli settlers seeking to silence
him.
He, unfortunately, is no stranger to this. For years, Israeli set-

tlers have tried to forcibly remove
him from his home in the Old
City of Hebron to make way for
expanded Israeli settlements.
Abu Shamsiya is one of a number of Palestinians (and Israelis)
who dare to speak out against
Israel’s crimes. The Israeli NGO
Breaking the Silence is one example.
Breaking the Silence collects the
testimony of Israeli soldiers who
describe, many in excruciating
detail, the crimes that they have
perpetrated against Palestinians
while serving in the Israeli Army.
Their stories — vetted by an Israeli
censor — are published anonymously.
Breaking the Silence is not
radical. The group is not trying
to get Israeli officers tried for war
crimes (though they should be), it
is not calling on Israelis to refuse
to serve in the army (though they
should) and yet this organisation
is being accused of treason by
Israel’s government for publishing
these already censored accounts
of Israel’s actions.
For Israel, shedding light on
the actions of the most sacred
Israeli institution — its military —
is considered treason, even when
that light is so weak as to make
viewing impossible.
While Breaking the Silence
remains largely toothless, Israel is

Abu
Shamsiya
is one of a
number of
Palestinians
(and Israelis)
who dare
to speak
out against
Israel’s
crimes.

using its full force to crush it. Imagine what it will do to Shamsiya.
We need not imagine: human
rights organisations have for years
documented Israeli mechanisms
of witness intimidation and
threats, including denying Palestinians access to their land and
homes, imprisoning Palestinians
and threatening them with death.
We have seen laws passed by
the Knesset to prevent Palestinians from filing lawsuits against
Israel and we have witnessed the
frequent rampages by Israeli settlers with the army turning a blind
eye. Israeli human rights organisations document the abysmal
indictment rate of Israeli soldiers
and settlers against Palestinians.
And Palestinians know better
than to use the Israeli system,
for it is solely designed to give
soldiers cover for the war crimes
they commit.
And this is precisely why
Palestinians must start taking its
International Criminal Court admission more seriously. If they do
not, we will continue to witness
more summary executions and
more Emad Abu Shamsiyas will
risk their lives to show the world
the truth.
Diana Buttu is a
Palestinian-American lawyer
living in Ramallah.
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Why is Lebanon failing to pick a new president?
Dalal Saoud

Beirut

T

he election of a new president for Lebanon has
proved to be much more
complicated than anyone could have imagined
when Michel Suleiman’s term ended on May 24th, 2014. Although the
parliament has convened 38 times
since then, no quorum has been
achieved. Hezbollah parliamentarians and their mainly Christian allies have refrained from showing
up each time, dragging the country
into political crisis.
It was not the first time that Lebanon, which has long suffered from
heavy foreign influence, faced
such a “challenge”. The election
of Suleiman in May 2008 was only
made possible after the rival parties — Shia Hezbollah-led March 8
and Sunni-led March 14 alliances —
were summoned to Doha to end six
months of a presidential vacuum
and to agree on a national unity
government and a law to have parliamentary elections.
Today, no one seems interested
in coming to the rescue of Lebanon’s rival politicians. The wars
in neighbouring Syria and Iraq are
dominating the attention.

Although the
parliament has
convened 38 times
since then, no quorum
has been achieved.
The
Lebanese
themselves,
locked in their local disputes, appear to be dragging their feet on
the presidential issue, awaiting
the Syria war outcome to reinforce
their own positions.
Despite Hezbollah’s dominance,
the pro-Iranian group has failed to
impose its own favourite presidential candidate, Michel Aoun. It fell
short of supporting its other ally
from the March 8 camp, Suleiman
Frangieh, who was unexpectedly
named by rival Sunni leader Saad
Hariri as his candidate for the presidency.

“The election of the Lebanese
president is usually the result of
compromise and accommodation.
The Lebanese political system does
not afford competition because it
is thoroughly fragmented,” said
Hilal Khashan, chairman of the
political studies department at the
American University of Beirut. “It
is sufficient for a major Lebanese
sect to veto a candidate in order to
rule him out.”

The next parliament
session set for May
10th is unlikely to end
the presidential crisis.
The problem lies deeper than a
dispute over who is to be the next
president. According to analysts, it
is about Lebanon’s political system
and redistribution of power, with
the Shias eyeing a bigger share and
their Christian allies better representation, which cannot happen
but at the expense of the Sunnis.
The real battle, they say, is over a
new electoral law, which the Sunnis are strongly opposing for it
would be designed in a way they
would lose the majority of seats
they hold in the 128-member parliament.
“Hezbollah is operating under
the assumption that it has won the
war against Israel and, therefore,
it is entitled to its dividends. This
brings in the need for a new covenant, i.e. the inauguration of the
Third Republic, that will reflect the
new balance of power in Lebanon
and [for the] Shias in the region,”
Khashan said.
He argued that Iran’s strategy
in the region “is predicated on
spreading anarchy and inducing
the collapse of the existing political
formula. It is a sine qua non condition for introducing a weak political system on its ruins, one that it
can easily control and manipulate.
It happened in Iraq, Yemen and it
will probably happen in Syria. Lebanon is no exception.”
Kassem Kassir, a political analyst
and an expert on Islamic movements, including Hezbollah, said
the Iran-backed group is no longer
proposing to change the country’s

Lebanon’s Prime Minister Tammam Salam is welcomed upon his arrival to attend the 37th
presidential election session at the parliament building in Beirut, last March.
political system and would be content with implementing the 1989
Saudi-brokered Taif accords.
The agreement, which ended the
15-year civil war, emphasised the
principle of “mutual coexistence”
between Lebanon’s different sects
and their proper representation.
In fact, it changed the power-sharing formula that had favoured the
Christians and enhanced the powers of the Sunni prime minister over
those of the Christian president.
Being engaged in the bloody Syrian war alongside President Bashar
Assad’s forces, Hezbollah’s priority is not “the internal situation in
Lebanon but rather its own regional
role and the struggle in the region”,
explained Kassir. “While awaiting
the regional settlement, Hezbollah
does not want to discuss strategic
issues. In the meantime, it wants
to maintain security and stability in

Lebanon.”
To Khashan, Hezbollah “is not
interested in the Taif agreement…
and has not abandoned the idea of
creating an Islamic state in Lebanon modelled after Iran’s velayet-e
faqih“.
The assassination of former
prime minister Rafik Hariri in 2005
started “the process of evicting the
Sunnis from Lebanese politics”, he
said, adding that “the general retreat of the Sunnis in the region is
reflecting negatively on their Lebanese coreligionists”.
Kassir said the Lebanese have an
“opportunity to rediscuss their political system, which no more holds
with the current developments”
in the region. “There is need for a
genuine dialogue but the Lebanese
parties are not ready: the Future
Movement [led by Saad Hariri]
doesn’t want to lose [any of the

Sunni powers]… while Hezbollah is
not in a hurry.”
“There will be no settlement in
Lebanon unless there is a review
of the political system. Any settlement should lead to a bigger share
for the Shias and to preserving the
Christians and this require concessions by the Sunnis… who will
be the ones to pay the price. Until
then, things will remain unsettled,”
he said.
With the Sunnis still hanging on
and Hezbollah’s military power
growing, the “cold” battle continues and the next parliament session
set for May 10th is unlikely to end
the presidential crisis.
Dalal Saoud is the deputy
editor-in-chief of The Arab Weekly
and has been reporting on the Arab
region since 1990. She is based in
Beirut.

Lebanon is ruled by proxy

View poi nt

Amine
Kammourieh

S

ince the exit of the
Syrian Army from
Lebanon after the
February 2005 assassination of prime
minister Rafik Hariri,
the Lebanese have had a rare
opportunity to run their own
political affairs without foreign
patronage to which they have
long been used despite gaining
their independence in 1943.
Slogans of sovereignty and
independence that echoed across
Beirut’s streets during the massive March 14 demonstration that
launched the Cedars revolution
and forced Syria to quit Lebanon
have remained ink on paper.
Today, Lebanon has no sovereignty, no real independence and
the Lebanese are not able to settle
their chronic disputes in any field
without outside guidance.
Lebanon has witnessed vertical divisions between the two
main political poles, the anti-Syria
March 14 alliance and pro-Damascus March 8 coalition, followed
by Sunni-Shia and inter-Christian
schisms. Tensions were exacerbated by rampant corruption
and insatiable lust of the ruling

Sectarianism is
indisputably
Lebanon’s curse.

elite that tapped the state’s last resources and emptied the people’s
pockets. Government powers were
eroded by the hegemony of armed
groups and militias, turning the
state into a vehicle whose four
wheels went in opposite directions, forcing it to be grounded.
Although Syria pulled out its
troops, its spectre remained in
Beirut. No Lebanese decision
could see the light without being
first approved by Syria and Saudi
Arabia, the two main regional
players.
The Lebanese disagree over
many issues, including the fate of
Hezbollah’s arms, a new electoral
law and a new president. In 2008,
a presidential void and exacerbated tensions led to armed clashes,
prompting foreign interference
that resulted in the Doha agreement, under which a political deal
was signed and Michel Suleiman
was elected president.
With the outbreak of the Syrian
conflict in 2011, Damascus lost
its grip on Lebanon but it was
soon replaced by Iran, making it
Saudi Arabia’s peer in influencing developments in the small
country. The rivalry between
Tehran and Riyadh reverberated
in Lebanon. Security deteriorated,
state institutions were paralysed,
parliament ceased to operate
and the presidential post became
vacant. Undeclared anarchy has
since prevailed.
Once again, the Lebanese are
proving incapable of ruling themselves, as evidenced by recent

history.
During the Mutasarrifate, semiautonomous rule of Mount Lebanon of 1861-1918, the Lebanese
had difficulty governing themselves and sought the patronage of
the Ottomans. With the creation
of present day Lebanon in 1920,
the Lebanese ran the country with
the help of the French mandate
until they were granted independence in 1943.

Is it
Lebanon’s
fate to be
ruled by
proxy?

Piles of rubbish remain on the sidewalks of
Beirut.

“The men of independence”
were hardly able to rule the
country, under the veiled tutelage
of France and Britain. The first
post-independence clash in 1958
pitted mainly Christian pro-Western parties against mostly Muslim
advocates of Arab nationalism and
unity led by Egypt’s Abdel Nasser.
Afterward tutelage of Lebanon shifted from Egypt to Syria
and Saudi Arabia, the two countries that sponsored the 1989
Taif agreement, which ended 15
years of civil strife. Saudi-Syrian
tutorship continued until Hariri’s
assassination in 2005, after which
Lebanon began to stumble as a
result of regional rifts and rivalries
involving Syria, Saudi Arabia and
Iran, pushing it to the edge of the
abyss.
Is it Lebanon’s fate to be ruled
by proxy?
Sectarianism is indisputably
Lebanon’s curse. It is the sheer
opposite of democracy, civil rule
and true independence. However,
the key to real change is inherent
in a new electoral law that would
transcend sectarian limitations
and bring to power new political
elite, not subordinate to foreign
powers but dedicated to building a
civil state.
It is true that attempts in that direction have failed so far but hope
for change should not subside.
Amine Kammourieh is a Lebanese
journalist who has been reporting
on Lebanon and the Middle East
for 30 years. He is based in Beirut.
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New alliance points to Lebanese political shift
Mohamed Kawas

Beirut

A

tectonic shift has taken
place within Lebanese
politics, and particularly within its Christian
house, following the
announcement of the agreement
between Samir Geagea’s Lebanese
Forces party and Michel Aoun’s
Free Patriotic Movement.
Given the feud between the two
Christian leaders and the division
between their two parties nobody
could have expected the “Declaration of Intent” that saw Geagea
abandon his presidential ambitions
to endorse Aoun’s candidacy.
Lebanon has been without a
president — who must be a Maronite Christian — for nearly two years,
with the political stalemate over
the issue becoming increasingly
belligerent. The initial competition was between March 8 alliance
candidate Aoun and the March 14
alliance’s Geagea. This has been resolved in favour of March 8, following the unexpected agreement that
was engineered in January by the
Free Patriotic Movement’s Ibrahim
Kanaan and Geagea’s media official
Melhem Riachy.

Nobody could have
expected Geagea
abandon his
presidential ambitions
to endorse Aoun’s
candidacy.
This is a relatively new and distinctive Christian unity, one that
supplants Lebanese partisan politics and the longstanding enmity
between the March 8 and March
14 political blocs. “This represents
the establishment of a Christian
tribe to combat the Muslim one,”
Faris Saeed, a senior member of the
March 14 alliance said, expressing
concerns about this unlikely alliance.
As for the rest of Lebanon’s Chris-

tian parties, not least Samy Gemayel’s Phalange party (part of the
March 14 alliance), they are concerned about this new Christian alliance, which will, no doubt, weaken its position within Lebanon’s
Christian community.
Following this unanticipated alliance, Lebanon was surprised by
another political agreement, with
Future Movement leader and former prime minister Saad Hariri
announcing that he was endorsing
Suleiman Frangieh for president.
Few could have expected Hariri,
who is head of the March 14 alliance, to back the leader of the Marada Movement — part of the March 8
bloc who had been acting interior
minister when his father Rafik Hariri was assassinated in 2005.

The new political/
sectarian alignment
raises fears over the
return of sectarian
bloc voting in
Lebanon.
Theoretically, all presidential
candidates today belong to the
March 8 alliance. So why did Geagea choose Aoun? According to
sources close to the Lebanese Forces party leader, Frangieh is viewed
as being on the hawkish far rightwing of the March 8 and questions
remain about his role as interior
minister in relation to Rafik Hariri’s
assassination.
As for Aoun, he is viewed as a
relative outsider and is not a central
figure within March 8 in the same
way that Frangieh was. Indeed,
Aoun was not even in the country
when March 8 was formed.
Observers say that the GeageaAoun agreement is also based on
electoral
considerations,
with
Lebanon’s municipal elections expected to proceed on schedule in
the near future. There are also practical considerations to take into account, with Aoun’s Free Patriotic
Movement disinclined to accept or
endorse any other figure for president at a time when the presiden-

Chairman of the Executive body of the Lebanese Forces party Samir Geagea (R) with Michel Aoun,
head of the Change and Reform bloc in the Lebanese parliament.
tial vacuum has become an increasing threat to Lebanese security and
stability.
If Aoun does succeed, Geagea
knows he will be a vital ally for the
new president, particularly given
his standing within Lebanon’s virtually unified Christian community.
While if Hariri’s choice, Frangieh,
were to become president, Geagea
would find himself on the outside
looking in, particularly after his paradigm-breaking alliance with Aoun.
This new political/sectarian alignment raises fears over the return of
sectarian bloc voting in Lebanon,
as well as increasing divisions between Lebanon’s Muslim and Christian communities.
The Lebanese Forces party is
seeking to downplay such fears,
trumpeting Geagea’s growing support within Lebanon’s Sunni com-

munity as well as some of his proSunni stances, which, they claim,
sometimes go beyond the positions
taken by Hariri’s Future Movement.
Geagea has the ability to win support even in Muslim-majority areas,
Lebanese Forces supporters say.
The party has sought to move
away from its Christian-centric position. A source close to Geagea says
that a growing number of Muslims
are joining the Lebanese Forces.
“We defend Christians in their capacity as Lebanese. We defend the
rights of any Lebanese citizens,” the
source said.
Some might say that Hariri’s endorsement of Frangieh is crosssectarian, while Geagea’s support of
Aoun is indicative of sectarianism.
The man Lebanon is scrambling to
replace, former president Michel
Suleiman, has expressed concerns

about sectarian alliances. Geagea
said he wants more openness in
Lebanese politics and is prepared to
engage with all parties, even Hezbollah.
Ultimately, Geagea’s alliance
with Aoun seeks to ensure that
Lebanon’s Christian parties will be
major players in the forthcoming
stage who cannot be ignored. Critics of the alliance, and Aoun, accuse
him of being a dhimmi (non-Muslim
citizens of an Islamic state) under
Hezbollah, as opposed to Geagea’s
relationship with the Future Movement.
Will Lebanon see a new March 8
president anytime soon? And how
will this affect Lebanon’s Christian
community? Only time will tell.
Mohamed Kawas is a Lebanese
writer.

A decade after quitting Lebanon, Syria’s worse off than ever
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

A

pril 26th marked the 11th
anniversary of the withdrawal of Syrian troops
from Lebanon in compliance with UN Security
Council Resolution 1559 following
the assassination of Lebanese prime
minister Rafik Hariri on February
14th, 2005.
It was the start of Syria’s descent
into chaos and a long war that has
left it in ruins.
A massive anti-Syrian demonstration took place in the streets of Beirut that March, with people blaming
the killing on Syria’s security forces
and their Lebanese allies. Within a
month the Syrian Army withdrew
after nearly 30 years — and Syria was
hit with a tidal wave of international
outrage.

Whatever influence
Syria commanded in
Lebanon was due to
the loyalty of its
Hezbollah allies.
Furious at being ejected from
Lebanon in such a humiliating manner, the “Beirutisation of Damascus” started. Private banks, with
total deposits of $3 billion, sprouted
in Syria, as did private universities
and schools, private insurance companies, car showrooms, shopping
malls, a 3D cinema complex in central Damascus.
International brand names such
as Prada, Escada and Gucci, absent
from Syria during the long years of
its socialist economy, became readily available. So were restaurants,

from the Parisian Entrecote to
American KFC, in addition to Japanese, Chinese, Mexican and Italian
diners.
The side-effects of this social
revolution — seemingly the correct
thing to do in 2005 — became immediately apparent in a country where
11% of the people live below the
poverty line.
With time it proved to be a disaster for Syria. Unemployment stood
at more than 10% — mainly young
people — and those making money
found their income devoured by
the numerous spending attractions
Syria was offering.
New cars and private homes —
once a dream for ordinary Syrians
— were easily obtainable through
long-term bank loans but thousands
of clients eventually defaulted and
were unable to settle their debts.
This unleashed anger and envy,
topped with social imbalance for
those who suddenly realised that
they could not afford the new lifestyle Syria was offering. In early
2011, with the Middle East in the
throes of the “Arab spring”, massive
class friction erupted in the streets.
Economic reform did not trickle
down the social ladder; it only benefited the upper-middle class and the
moneyed elite, especially in the urban interior, creating a rift between
cities and the poverty-stricken
countryside, especially around Damascus and Aleppo.
Then came the decision to lift
subsidies on products once bankrolled by the state, causing the price
of heating fuel, for example, to triple. The masses screamed at the
inflation, blaming it squarely on the
government.
By March 2011, those who suffered
most from the economic liberalisation were chanting: “The people

A Beirut building that is still riddled with holes from bullets and
shells 41 years after the 1975-90 Lebanese civil war.
want to bring down the regime!”
Politically, the consequences of
the Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon were no less biting. This was
especially true regarding Syria’s relationship with Hezbollah, the powerful Lebanese organisation that
had been protected and embraced
by Syrian officialdom since the early
1990s.
Before 2005, Hezbollah needed
Syrian patronage to survive the
complex web of Lebanese politics.
Damascus transferred Hezbollah
arms from Iran to Lebanon and its
security officials in Beirut made

sure those arms were fully protected by the Lebanese state.
After 2005, the relationship
flipped: Syria needed Hezbollah’s
fighters for survival and to maintain a foothold in Lebanon as all its
former allies had viciously turned
their backs on Damascus. Syria lost
its tremendous influence in naming
ministers, approving prime ministers or hand-picking presidents.
By 2008, it was forced to open an
embassy in Beirut — something it
had resisted since both countries’
independence from France in the
1940s because Lebanon had histori-

cally been part of greater Syria.
Whatever influence Syria commanded in Lebanon was due to the
loyalty of its Hezbollah allies, who
always consulted Damascus on internal Lebanese affairs. Contrary to
the case before 2005, they sought
the advice of the Syrians but no
longer took orders from them.
For a brief period in 2008-10, Damascus sincerely believed the turmoil of 2005 was becoming a thing
of the past. Lebanon’s prime minister, Saad Hariri, son of the slain
statesman and the Syrian regime’s
fiercest critic in Lebanon, had to
bow to Damascus and made a show
of making peace with President
Bashar Assad.
King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud of Saudi Arabia and French
president Nicolas Sarkozy paid
visits, seemingly ending Syria’s
pariah status. Globally, the muchpublicised, UN-mandated Special
Tribunal on the Hariri assassination
was fizzling and no indictment was
forthcoming against any Syrian official.
The Obama administration was
opening up to Damascus and seeking its assistance in Iraq and with
Iran. Foreign embassies in Damascus, which closed in 2005, were
back in full operation.
All this created an illusion of invincibility, that Syria was immune
to political turmoil. The world was
knocking on Syria’s door again and
2005 seemed like a bad dream.
But 2011, of course, proved such
an assessment horribly wrong.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under
the Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015).
He is a former Carnegie scholar
and founding chairman of the
Damascus History Foundation.
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Turkey grapples with ISIS missile fire
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

urkey is struggling to answer Islamic State missile
attacks on a key city near
the Syrian border, which
have killed 17 people this

year.
A total of 49 missiles, fired from
Islamic State (ISIS) positions in
northern Syria, have landed in the
city of Kilis since mid-January, according to a count by the official
Turkish news agency Anadolu.
About half of the missiles hit
schools, hospitals and other buildings, killing 17 people and wounding another 58.
Turkish territory has been hit
many times by missiles and artillery shells from Syria in the course
of the five-year conflict but the ISIS
rockets are by far the most serious
threat.
Kilis is 3km north of the border
and has taken in so many refugees
from Syria that the Syrian population of about 117,000 has surpassed
the number (106,000) of Turkish
citizens in the city.
ISIS missile attacks in and around
Kilis led to the cancellation of a
visit by German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and other high-level EU
politicians. Merkel visited Nizip, a
town 30km north of the border, instead.
Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet
Davutoglu said the government
was sending military reinforcements to the Kilis area and would
help local businesses overcome
losses suffered because of the missile threat. The attacks were “part
of a dirty plan”, Davutoglu said in
an April 26th speech, adding that
Turkey would respond.
Veysel Ayhan, director of the
International Middle East Peace
Research Centre, a think-tank in
Ankara, said Turkey was facing a
dangerous situation. “ISIS is trying
to drag Turkey into the Syrian war,”
Ayhan said. “The situation is serious.”
Following an April 25th meeting
between Davutoglu, military chiefs
and civilian officials, Anadolu reported that the Turkish military had

People react after a rocket hit a mosque on April 24th in the Turkish border town of Kilis.
deployed mobile missile launchers
near Kilis. Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu said additional
US-made multiple rocket launchers would be deployed on the Syrian border. “We will be able to hit
Daesh targets more effectively,”
Cavusoglu said, using an Arabic
acronym for ISIS. The firepower
of new missiles would also enable
moderate opposition forces in Syria
to make headway, he added.
Turkish howitzers, firing from
the Kilis area into Syria, have reportedly destroyed several ISIS
missile launchers but the bombardment has failed to stop the jihadist attacks. Turkey has called in
air support from fighter jets of the
US-led international alliance fighting ISIS in Syria and Iraq. Reports
said raids by coalition planes on
April 25th targeted ISIS positions in
northern Syria.
With ISIS missiles hitting the city
despite the military response, Kilis
has seen marches protesting the

perceived inability of the government to protect the public. “People are nervous,” one man in Kilis
told Turkish television. The Hurriyet newspaper reported that some
people were considering leaving
the city if the ISIS missiles kept
coming.

A total of 49 missiles,
fired from ISIS
positions in northern
Syria, have landed in
the city of Kilis since
mid-January.
The government’s response has
been criticised as too weak, but
Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Yalcin Akdogan, who attended a meeting in Kilis when several missiles
hit nearby, said the state was doing
everything it could. He spoke out
against protest marches in “open
places where missiles could hit”.
The opposition in Ankara says

the government should be much
more forceful in its response. “You
are a state and your territory is under attack, so you have to take the
necessary measures,” said Ozturk
Yilmaz, a leading member of the
Republican People’s Party (CHP),
the biggest opposition bloc in parliament. “Turkey has the right to all
measures, including a cross-border
intervention.”
But statements by members of
the leadership in Ankara demonstrate how the government is struggling to respond adequately to a
threat that could throw the country
into a war. Erdogan’s spokesman
Ibrahim Kalin on April 25th said
that it was unclear whether ISIS
was firing the missiles into Turkey
“by mistake”, adding there was a
“chaotic war situation in Syria”.
A cross-border intervention with
ground troops by Turkey, a country that openly calls for the fall of
the government of Syrian President Bashar Assad, could lead to a

further escalation of the conflict.
Both the government in Damascus
and Assad’s ally Russia have made
it clear that they reject any Turkish
military action in Syria. An intervention by Turkey, a major Sunni
player in the region, could also trigger a response by Shia power Iran,
which supports Assad.
Most of Turkey’s Western allies
have rejected Ankara’s demand
to create a “safe zone” in northern Syria which, according to the
Turkish government, would clear
an area along the Turkish border
of ISIS fighters and could provide
a safe haven for refugees inside
Syria. Reaffirming Washington’s
scepticism towards a safe zone, US
President Barack Obama said “it is
very difficult to see how it would
operate short of us essentially being willing to militarily take over a
chunk of that country”.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Istanbul.

Turkish Islamists try ‘shock and awe’

View poi nt

Abdullah
Bozkurt

T

he debate stirred up
by Turkey’s parliament speaker who
suggested the removal
of secularism from the
constitution represents the latest, and perhaps the
deadliest, attempt to dismantle
the secular and democratic
structure of the Turkish state by
the country’s overzealous
Islamist rulers.
“We are a Muslim country,
therefore, we should have a religious constitution,” Ismail Kahraman, an Islamist politician who
was elected parliament speaker
after last November’s elections.
“Secularism would not have a
place in a new constitution,” he
vowed, lamenting the lack of
religious references in the Turkish
constitution which the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP)
is determined to overhaul.
Although Kahraman later partially backtracked from those remarks in the face of reaction from
the opposition, the debate took

The religious directorate
controls some 80,000
mosques and 150,000
clerics nationwide.

a new form when AKP chairman,
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, suggested the government
would seek a liberal interpretation
of secular values while drafting
a new charter. Sounding softer
in tone and gentler in approach,
Davutoglu is nevertheless cut from
the same cloth as Kahraman.
The way that secularism was
brought up for debate in Turkey carries the hallmarks of the
“shock-and-awe” approach often
adopted by the Islamist-rooted
AKP, which is bent on changing
the modern-state structure of
Turkey according to the creeping
pan-Islamist, self-aggrandising
ideology.
Dropping a sudden bombshell
on a public debate with a provocative remark, followed by series of
controversial commentaries and
wide coverage by pro-government
media, helps Islamists shape the
discussion on their own terms.
The AKP contemplates playing
the secular card in an upcoming
referendum about the constitution
or even during snap polls for the
legislature. This will mobilise core
supporters at the Islamist base
during the campaign period.
The issue also shows the degree
of confidence and the level of
comfort enjoyed by Islamist
politicians whose governing AKP
barely escaped closure in 2008
on charges of undermining the
secular structure of the Turkish
state when it attempted to lift the

ban on headscarves for university students. In 2007, the Turkish military was very vocal in its
disapproval of then-presidential
candidate Abdullah Gul, another
AKP Islamist, because his wife
wore a headscarf.
All that hypersensitivity on secularism is water under the bridge
when the military, the staunch
supporter of secular Turkey, was
pushed back to its own barracks
under government-led legal cases
targeting senior officers. Likewise,
the judiciary, used to be quick in
acting against the government
even in small infractions of the
constitutional articles, was subordinated to the government with
partisan and loyalist holding key
judicial positions.
Things got worse when the major corruption cases of December
2013 that incriminated then prime
minister and now president Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, his family members and associates were derailed
and eventually hushed up.
The AKP has been emboldened
by the pervasive impunity and the
absence of any accountability and
transparency in the governance
of the country. Now even radical Islamist groups such as Hizb
ut-Tahrir and Kurdish Hezbollah,
listed as terrorist organisations in
Turkey, are able to have major conventions across Turkey.
The project of turning secular
Turkey into a bastion of political
Islam picked up speed in recent

The project
of turning
secular
Turkey into
a bastion
of political
Islam picked
up speed in
recent years.

years after the Islamists consolidated their powers. The national
education has been redesigned to
cater to publicly funded religious
schools at the expense of others
while the religious directorate, a
mammoth government institution that controls some 80,000
mosques and 150,000 clerics
nationwide, was transformed into
a propaganda machine for political
Islamist doctrines.
Key positions in the civil service
were staffed by committed partisans who exert greater control
and influence on decision-making
processes while playing a major
role on the redistribution of the
wealth in the country through
government contracts and tenders.
Corporations that are seen as
supporting opposition political
parties or civic groups critical of
the government were shunned,
face hefty financial penalties and,
in some cases, seized arbitrarily on
trumped-up charges.
With the free, independent
and critical media, by and large,
gone in Turkey following series of
government takeovers of media
outlets including the best-selling
daily Zaman, the Islamists’ encroachment upon the rule of law,
fundamental freedoms and democratic principles is no longer facing
any major scrutiny.
Abdullah Bozkurt is a Turkish
journalist and the author of Turkey
Interrupted: Derailing Democracy.
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Ivorian police prepare to secure a hotel area following an attack by gunmen from al-Qaeda’s North African branch, in Grand Bassam, Côte d’Ivoire, last March.

ISIS and al-Qaeda battle for soul of jihadism
Ed Blanche

Beirut

W

hen the Islamic
State (ISIS) stormed
onto the world stage
in 2013 in a savage,
lightning offensive
that conquered large areas of Iraq
and Syria, proclaiming a new Islamic caliphate, it swiftly overshadowed its parent organisation, alQaeda, and assumed the mantle of
leader of radical Islam and won the
allegiance of jihadist groups from
Morocco to Indonesia.
In doing so, it caused a fratricidal
split within the jihadist movement
that was widely seen as the death
knell of al-Qaeda.
Al-Qaeda, still grappling with the
assassination of Osama bin Laden
by US special forces in Pakistan in
May 2011, lost ground across the
Middle East and North Africa as
ISIS embarked on a dazzling military and propaganda campaign
meticulously planned by its leader,
a small-time Iraqi cleric who called
himself Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and
a group of Saddam Hussein’s former intelligence and military commanders.
The caliphate Baghdadi declared
in June 2014 was part of a narrative of restoring Islam’s glory days,
when Muslim conquests stretched
from Spain to the borders of India
and China, and a claim of dominion
over the jihadist movement founded by bin Laden, demanding every
jihadist pledge allegiance to it or
face death.
Even his choice of name was
intended to evoke those days of
might: Abu Bakr was the first caliph
to rule the Muslim world following
the death of the Prophet Moham-

mad in 632AD.
Two years on, the latter-day caliphate runs from Raqqa, its de facto
capital in north-eastern Syria, to
Mosul in northern Iraq, a territory
the size of Britain with a population of about 9 million. ISIS has
since suffered one setback after another at the hands of forces in both
countries backed by Russia, Iran,
the United States, Saudi Arabia and
Turkey.
Al-Qaeda, having restructured
to combat ISIS, is showing signs
of winning back adherents who
defected to the all-conquering upstarts, helped by strategic US blunders in a resurgence of operations
intended to restore the primacy of
the jihadist trailblazers who carried
out the world’s most spectacular
terrorist attack on September 11th,
2001.
This emerging rivalry has been
triggered in part by a series of
terrorist attacks by al-Qaeda affiliates, such as al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), one of the
staunchest and most tenacious of
the groups that stayed loyal to the
parent organisation.

North Africa and the
Sahel form one of the
centres of the struggle
between ISIS and
al-Qaeda.
North Africa and the Sahel form
one of the centres of this ideological struggle and currently it is centred on Libya, where ISIS is steadily
building power in a possible effort
to establish a new headquarters
there if it is driven out of Syria and
Iraq.
Already both groups are increasingly moving south into the heart
of Africa, a continent torn by tribal
rifts and poised on the cusp of an

A Chinese fighter holding ISIS banner in Raqqa, Syria.

economic boom built on newly discovered oil and gas resources.
“Both organisations want to
claim North, and increasingly Western, Africa as their own sphere of
influence,” observed Jason Burke,
an expert on jihadist terrorism and
author of The New Threat: The Past,
Present and Future of Islamic Militancy.

Jabhat al-Nusra,
al-Qaeda’s wing in
Syria, has made
significant gains in
propaganda and in the
battlefield.
“There is much else fuelling Islamist violence in the broad belt
from Nigeria to Somalia, of course;
flows of weaponry from Libya and
elsewhere, uncontrolled criminality, huge lucrative drug and people
trafficking networks, as well as demographics and desertification.
“And there is, of course, the new
energy surging through the global
extremist movement following the
emergence of ISIS as a major force
in 2014. This wave of violence looks
set to intensify in the months, possibly years, ahead — both in Africa
and further afield.”
One of the consequences of the
savage ISIS war and its brutal propaganda is that al-Qaeda has come
to be perceived as more moderate
than its apocalyptic offspring with
its videotaped beheadings, crucifixions, burnings and stonings.
This is not necessarily the case.
The carnage of 9/11 is testimony to
that. But al-Qaeda has a more pragmatic strategic vision that is aimed
primarily at those considered Islam’s enemies, not other Muslims,
regardless of sect.
While bin Laden’s organisation
adamantly opposes ISIS’s ferocious

hatred of Shia Islam, which it sees
as counterproductive to its core
objective of driving out Western influence on the premise that slaughtering other Muslims, regardless of
sect, splinters Islam and reduces its
power, ISIS goes out of its way to
provoke the Shias and the embodiment of its power, Iran, into religious war.
It relentlessly persecutes Middle
Eastern minorities in an apparent
effort to eradicate their ancient cultures. All this points to the eradication of what Lebanese novelist
and historian Amin Maalouf called
Islam’s “protocol of tolerance” and
an inter-Muslim war.
And that may in the end bring
about ISIS’s defeat by drawing Shias and Sunnis together to obliterate
Baghdadi’s proto-caliphate. That
may sound far-fetched with Tehran
and Riyadh snarling at each other
but ISIS is everyone’s bogeyman.
Jabhat al-Nusra, al-Qaeda’s wing
in Syria, has made significant gains
in recent months both on the battlefield and in the propaganda war
with ISIS. Al Jazeera, which is funded by Qatar, broadcast a two-part
television special with its leader,
Abu Muhammad al-Jolani, whose
forces are seen in the context of
the Syrian war as more nationalist
than jihadist — a shift in emphasis,
in substance as well as form that fits
al-Qaeda central’s more moderate
line these days, clearly to undercut
the apocalyptic savagery of ISIS.
“Some outside parties consider
that empowering al-Qaeda’s Syrian
franchise group is a better alternative to allowing either the Islamic
State or the Syrian government to
win in Syria,” analyst Scott Stewart
of the US-based global intelligence
consultancy Stratfor observed in
recent assessment of the ISIS-alQaeda confrontation.
Libya is shaping up to be the next
major conflict zone between ISIS
and its enemies in what Stewart
calls “the war for the soul of jihadism”. The build-up by both jihadist groups is a growing threat. ISIS
holds much of the central coastline
around the town of Sirte and is attacking oil installations, the country’s economic lifeline.
Libya, with the largest oil reserves in Africa, is a lure to replace
the fields ISIS is having to relinquish in Syria and Iraq, and may
lose altogether, which would cut off
a major source of its revenue.
Also Libya lies at the apex of all
major smuggling routes, including
refugee ratlines, into southern Europe just across the Mediterranean.
These could provide ISIS with an
alternative revenue flow. Libya also
offers a potential springboard for
attacks on Western Europe such as
the recent bloodbaths in Paris and

Brussels.
It is also a launch point for a push
into Egypt, where an ISIS offshoot
is operating in the Sinai peninsula
and the military-backed government is facing growing internal
unrest that might be exploited.
The worst-case scenario is that ISIS
takes over in Libya while holding
out in Syria and Iraq amid the chaos
engulfing both collapsing states.
Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM), the group’s Algeria-based
North African wing, suffered a major setback in 2013-14 when a large
number of members defected to
ISIS. But it has recovered and now,
largely due to the depredations of
the notorious Mokhtar Belmokhtar,
the one-eyed Afghan war veteran
whose Mourabitoun group has carried out savage bombings and other
attacks intended to demonstrate
his group can be just as effective as
ISIS. AQIM has also held onto subgroups in Mali, Tunisia and Libya.

“Both organisations
want to claim North,
and increasingly
Western, Africa as
their own sphere of
influence.”

Jihadism expert Jason Burke
Stratfor’s Stewart acknowledged
that al-Qaeda’s Libyan franchise,
Ansar al-Sharia, “and its partners
have emerged as perhaps the most
effective counter to the Islamic
State”. They pushed ISIS out of the
strategic city of Derna in July 2015.
“Although badly damaged, alQaeda has thus far managed to
survive the focused and prolonged
assault by the global coalition attempting to destroy it,” Stewart
noted. “It has also weathered the
ideological and physical challenges
from the Islamic State — a foe that
is arguably more dangerous to the
group than the US-led counterterrorism campaign.
“Survival is the primary goal of
any organisation pursuing a long
war strategy and al-Qaeda has
achieved this goal against heavy
odds. But beyond mere survival, if
pressure on the al-Qaeda core and
its franchises is eased, the group
could recover much of its pre-9/11
terrorist capability.”
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly. He has reported
on Middle Eastern affairs since
1967 and lives in Beirut.
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Trump vows to work with ‘our friends in the Muslim world’
Mark Habeeb

Washington

D

onald Trump, who appears on the way to
securing the Republican Party nomination
for president, vowed
to conduct a foreign policy that
puts “America first”. In what was
touted as a major foreign policy address, Trump broke new ground by
speaking from a teleprompter, instead of free-associating as he does
on the campaign trail. The result
was a speech that was more sober
and less provocative than his usual
remarks.
The content of the April 27th
speech, however, was vintage
Trump in that it offered few details. He said that the Islamic
State’s “days are numbered” and
that “they will be gone quickly” if
he is elected president but he laid
out no clear path to defeating the jihadist terrorist organisation, other
than promising to work with “our
friends in the Muslim world”.
Defending the general opaqueness of his foreign policy pronouncements, Trump said that the
United States must become “more
unpredictable” and not reveal to
enemies what it plans to do.

The New York
billionaire blamed
Obama and Hillary
Clinton for the chaos
in Libya.
Many observers of this year’s
Republican nomination campaign
probably would agree that, if a
policy of unpredictability is in order, Trump is the ideal candidate
to deliver it.
Trump tried to establish a link
between terrorism and US immi-

gration policy, saying: “We must
stop importing extremism through
senseless immigration policies. A
pause for reassessment will help us
to prevent the next San Bernardino
or worse — all you have to do is look
at the World Trade Center and September 11th.”
In fact, the male perpetrator of
the San Bernardino, California, attack was American-born and most
of the perpetrators of the September 11th attacks had been legally in
the United States at the time.

Trump was strongly
critical of the Iran
nuclear deal.
The New York billionaire blamed
US President Barack Obama and
former secretary of State Hillary
Clinton for causing the chaos in
Libya. He also criticised Obama for
ignoring his own red line in Syria.
Trump insisted “foreign aggression will not be my first instinct”,
adding: “I will not send our finest
into battle unless necessary — and
I mean absolutely necessary. And I
will do so only if we have a plan for
victory with a capital V.”
Trump was strongly critical of
the Iran nuclear deal, saying that
Obama “negotiated a disastrous
deal with Iran and then we watched
them ignore its terms even before
the ink was dry. Iran cannot be allowed to have a nuclear weapon…
Under a Trump administration,
Iran will never be allowed to have
that nuclear weapon.”
He accused Obama of being bad
for Israeli relations. “Israel, our
great friend and the only true democracy in the Middle East, has
been snubbed and criticised by an
administration that lacks moral
clarity,” Trump said. “President
Obama has not been a friend to
Israel. He has treated Iran with
tender love and care and made it a
great power.
“Iran has indeed become a great

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump delivers a speech in Washington about his vision
for foreign policy on April 27th.
power in a short period of time because of what we have done. All at
the expense of Israel, our allies in
the region and, more importantly,
the United States itself.”
As he has done on the campaign
trail, Trump boasted that his business experience and acumen
would make him a tough negotiator and he promised to forge new
relationships with Russian President Vladimir Putin and to twist
the arms of NATO members and
other US allies to ensure that they
contribute more to their defence.
As interesting as what Trump
said is what he did not say: He did
not mention his proposed wall
along the US-Mexican border,

which he has vowed to make the
Mexican government pay for, nor
did he repeat his earlier support for
torture and “killing terrorists’ families” as a means of combating the
Islamic State (ISIS). And he did not
explicitly repeat his pledge to ban
Muslims from entering the United
States, although his comments
linking terrorism with immigration
appeared to allude to this.
Trump’s speech combined isolationist and nativist sentiment with
pledges of toughness. Its underlying theme was that in foreign policy, as in economics and every other
realm, a Trump presidency would
“make America great again”. Exactly how he will do this is left to

voters’ imaginations.
Clinton, the likely Democratic
candidate in November, released
a statement just prior to Trump’s
speech, saying: “Despite his frequent contradictions and displays
of ignorance, Trump has a long
record of recklessness and has
espoused a worldview that goes
against everything that makes
America great. A Trump presidency
risks leaving both our country and
the world dramatically less safe.”
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.

Washington think-tank calls for
increased assistance to Tunisia
Amal Mudallali

Washington

W

illiam Burns, president of the Carnegie
Endowment for International
Peace
and a former US deputy secretary of state, has proposed
a “new framework for partnership
with Tunisia because Tunisia matters”. Burns spoke on the release of
a Carnegie report that warned that
“the Tunisian experiment is teetering on a knife’s edge between peril
and promise”.
The report, written by Carnegie
Vice-President Marwan Muasher,
Marc Pierini and Alexander Djerassi, lamented that five years after the
revolution “internal headwinds and
regional whirlwinds continue to bedevil the country, jeopardising its
democratic transition”.
They pointed to “disillusionment” among Tunisians “with the
risk that the consensual fabric that
has kept the country afloat and
moved it forward may tear”.
A RAND Corporation analyst who
closely monitors Tunisia told The
Arab Weekly that, on a recent visit,
he sensed the deep frustration of
Tunisians — especially those outside major urban areas around Tunis. He noted that in Tunisia “education correlates negatively with
job opportunity”, which adds to the
frustrations of educated young people. He spoke on the condition of
anonymity.
The Carnegie report blames both
Tunisians and the international
community for the country’s precarious state. “International coordination and follow-through has been

lacking, making hard choices about
meaningful reforms more difficult,”
the report said. But Tunisians “have
to do their part” because “too much
assistance and too many projects
are mired in a bureaucratic morass
inherited from the previous regime”.
The report proposes a new
“Framework for Partnership” under which Tunisia’s international
partners would deepen engagement
with and assistance to Tunisia, including increased financial aid and
trade. The Tunisian government
would be called on to practice greater transparency, accountability and
follow-through, as well as “advance
reforms that can gain public buy-in
and remove obstacles to economic
growth”.

“Helping a model of
pluralism and
inclusiveness will
serve as a good
model to the
region.”
Carnegie Vice-President
Marwan Muasher
Yassine Brahim, Tunisia’s minister of Development, Investment and
International Cooperation, counselled patience in the international
community’s demand for reforms.
“When you don’t have political stability,” Brahim said, “you don’t have
speed of reform.”
US Deputy Secretary of State Antony Blinken agreed, saying: “We
need to put our expectations in line
with the reality of the difficulty and
the durations of these transitions.”
Blinken reiterated US commitment to Tunisia’s success and
vowed to deepen the country’s po-

litical, economic and security efforts
so that Tunisians could “consolidate
their democratic gains”. But he acknowledged that “the hope and the
promise of this extraordinary democratic transition is at risk”.
Muasher, one of the report’s coauthors, said the world would be
missing an opportunity if it does not
help Tunisia. Tunisia’s success is
very important “to the whole region
and the Arab world”, he said, and
“helping a model of pluralism and
inclusiveness will serve as a good
model to the region. If it fails, the
message it sends is that democracy
and pluralism don’t work.”
US assistance to Tunisia remains
relatively small but is growing. The
Obama administration’s economic
aid request for 2016 is $55 million,
more than double that of 2014. Military assistance has risen from $20
million in 2014 to $62.5 million in
the 2016 budget request.
Djerassi, another of the report’s
authors, said the main obstacle is
Tunisia’s “inherited” system. He
said that under the Ben Ali government, it functioned like a lock where
the presidency was “the key that
could unlock anything it wants”.
After the revolution, “they got rid of
the dictatorship but they also got rid
of the key and they are left with the
lock”. Djerassi said that now when
the system prevents things from
happening, “no one is in control to
give the green light to unlock it”.
Djerassi said it would require time
to alleviate this problem and that international assistance should “fasttrack” urgent needs such as roads
and hospitals. He also said that the
West should “expand market access
for Tunisian business in the most
labour intensive sectors: agriculture
and textiles”.

An unemployed graduate from the city of Kasserine takes part in
a sit-in protest near the Tunisian Ministry of Vocational Training
and Employment demanding the government to provide job
opportunities in Tunis, on April 1st.
Djerassi and the report’s other
authors are optimistic but offered
a warning. As Djerassi said: “If [Tunisians] feel the model does not deliver, then their support could start
to disappear and continued faith in
the democratic approach will be affected. This could lead Tunisia to a
dark path. We saw that in 2013.”
The report points to three upcoming opportunities to create its
proposed framework: the Group of
Seven meeting in May, the UN General Assembly in September and Tu-

nisia’s anticipated fall investment
conference. For this to happen, the
United States and its European allies must act quickly to develop a
comprehensive plan. But with the
war against the Islamic State, the
Syrian, Yemeni and Libyan crises
and immigration demanding so
much attention, Tunisia could fall
between the cracks.
Amal Mudallali is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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Conservative
British MPs work to
correct Middle East
image problem
Mahmud el-Shafey

A

London

t a time when the
Middle East is
more important
and complex
than ever, the
Conservative
Middle East
Council (CMEC) is
working to ensure that British conservative members of parliament
and peers can make informed
decisions.
CMEC’s mission statement says
the group “promotes the discussion of UK foreign policy in the
Middle East and seeks to ensure
that this policy is grounded in a
deep understanding of the complexities of the region”. In practical terms, that means arranging
parliamentary visits to the Middle
East so MPs can experience the
region first-hand.
“It’s only by first-hand experience that you can really understand all the complexities of
the region,” CMEC Director Leo
Docherty said. “It’s also by having
that intensity of exposure that MPs
gain a proper understanding.
“Reading gets you a certain way
there but until you’ve actually
met people face-to-face and had
proper discussions and seen what
is happening there with your own
eyes, that’s when you get a proper
understanding.”
This is a sentiment shared by
the CMEC vice-chairman, Phillip Lee, an MP who represents
Bracknell and who has participated in a number of visits to the
Middle East. He recently travelled

to Jordan where he visited the
Zaatari Syrian refugee camp. He is
chairman of All-Party Parliament
Groups on Kuwait and Qatar.
“You can read about things as
much as you like but until you go
there, see it, smell it, touch it —
that’s how you get to know a place
and you get a sense of how people
are and what their perspective on
the world is,” Lee said. “We have
quite an Anglocentric view of the
world… but the way we view the
world is not necessarily the same
view on the street in Amman.
“I think it is important to try and
understand different perspectives
and what better way to do it than
first-hand?”
Lee joined CMEC in 2010, not
long after entering parliament. His
interest in the Middle East dates to
his youth and a trip backpacking
across Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and
Israel as a medical student in 1998.
His first trip to the Middle East
with CMEC was to Syria in 2011
when many of the places he visited as a student — Hama, Palmyra,
Deraa, Damascus — would not
have changed much following his
return as a parliamentarian. However, after five years of war and the
rise of the Islamic State (ISIS), the
same cannot be said today.
“We were in Syria in February 2011, three weeks before the
civil war started,” Lee said. “Being
entertained by the Assad regime is
like being entertained by the mafia, being driven around in black
cars and so on.
“The lack of regard for the
[Assad] government was really
etched on the faces of the Syrian people. You could detect that
anti-establishment mood that was
sweeping across North Africa at

CMEC Director Leo Docherty

“When did
you last hear a
story from the
Middle East
about a scientific
discovery or an
artistic display?”

UK MP Phillip Lee

“It’s only by
first-hand
experience that
you can really
understand all the
complexities of
the region.”

CMEC Director
Leo Docherty

the time and was about to arrive
in Syria, although I wouldn’t have
predicted it would have erupted so
quickly.”
The West’s response to the “Arab
spring” protests that swept the
Middle East from 2011 was premature, he said.
“History teaches us that changes
to society like this take time and
I think that there was a hope, and
perhaps a naive expectation, that
these countries would then go on
to be broadly democratic and secular overnight and everybody would
live happily ever after. I think that
was rather naive,” Lee said.
It is this kind of naivety that
CMEC is trying to eradicate, seeking to inform and educate MPs
and peers about the realities of the
region, in all its complexities.
“The biggest misconception
that people have is that the Middle
East is similar to the UK or the
West in political terms,” Docherty
said. “People have a real difficulty
understanding the importance of
religious and sectarian factors.
There is a lack of awareness about
the fact that the Middle East is
profoundly different.
“When we consider the Middle

East in terms of policy, we’ve got
to recognise the reality. We have to
deal with the Middle East as it is,
rather than how we want it to be.”
Lee said that the Middle East has
an image problem and one that
CMEC — with its policy papers and
visits to the region — is trying to
correct.
“The problem with the Middle
East is that any time it’s in the
news it usually involves violence. When did you last hear a
story from the Middle East about
a scientific discovery or an artistic
display?” Lee asked.
“The problem is that in the eyes
of the average man on the street,
‘Brand Middle East’ is violence.
That’s clearly not an accurate
reflection of the Middle East and
so for those of us who have an interest, and like the Middle East, it’s
an uphill battle to persuade people
about how things really are and
why we should have an interest in
helping and making things better
there. That’s the problem with the
Middle East; the news is always
bad news.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Dennis Ross: No quick end in sight to region’s turmoil
Ahmed Abo Douh

D
London

ennis Ross has
been involved in
US foreign policy
for four decades,
serving under
every US president, except for
George W. Bush,
since Jimmy Carter. Although
trained as a Soviet specialist, he
worked with former US secretary
of State James Baker to organise
the 1991 Middle East peace conference in Madrid. Under president
Bill Clinton, Ross was elevated to
principal US Middle East envoy
and played a prominent role in the
Camp David summit in 2000.
When Hillary Clinton became
secretary of State in 2009, she
named Ross her special adviser
for the Arab Gulf and South-west
Asia but he soon moved to the
White House to advise President
Barack Obama on the Middle East
and, some analysts say, to ensure
that Obama did not put too much
pressure on Israel during IsraeliPalestinian peace talks. He left the
administration in 2011.
In a recent conversation with
The Arab Weekly, Ross addressed
a wide range of topics related to
developments in the broader Middle East.
He denied what many Arabs fear
— that the United States was becoming closer to Iran. “Even if we
wanted to do so, Ali Khamenei, the
supreme leader, is clearly against
any real reconciliation with the
US,” Ross said.

He noted that negotiations with
Iran were limited to the nuclear issue and Western sanctions
specifically tied to Iran’s nuclear
programme.
“The US is retaining its sanctions
against Iran for reasons of [sponsoring] terrorism and [abusing]
human rights,” Ross said. “That
is one of the reasons the Iranians
are now complaining that they are
not getting what they expected in
terms of access to the international
financial system because US banks
cannot do business with Iranian
counterparts and, unless other
countries have large amounts of
dollars on hand, they cannot do
business in dollars, which also
greatly restricts what is possible.”
Although the Shia-led government in Iraq is regarded by suspicion among many in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, Ross
argued that backing Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi was an
important objective.
“The government led by Prime
Minister Abadi is trying to be

“Even if we
wanted to do so,
Ali Khamenei,
the supreme
leader, is clearly
against any real
reconciliation
with the US.”
Dennis Ross

inclusive,” he said. “He is constrained by the Shia militias and
the Iranians but the US is trying to
support an approach that includes
the Sunnis and also provides security and arms for them.
“Excluding the Sunnis will only
ensure that even if [the Islamic
State] ISIS were to be defeated,
it would be replaced by a radical
successor. Mosul must be liberated
but [Shia] militias like Asai’b Ahl
al-Haq cannot play a part in the
liberation.”
As for Syria, Ross said the United
States hopes that the Vienna
principles will produce a peaceful outcome to the Syria conflict.
He added, however, that “the
administration is not prepared
to exercise any leverage in the
pursuit of those principles because
it sees the use of force as futile in
Syria. The Russians do not, believing they have used force to change
the balance of power and secure
Assad in power.”
Ross was not optimistic about a
quick end to the region’s civil wars
and uprisings.
“There is a struggle over identity
and who is going to shape it,” he
said. “There are proxy wars in
Syria and Yemen. There is a SunniShia divide and none of this will be
settled soon.
“The question is: Will Iran agree
not to try to dominate the region?
I suspect that the more pragmatic
forces in Iran can only succeed
when it becomes clear that the
policies of the IRGC [Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps] are
too costly.”
Ahmed Abo Douh is is an Egyptian
writer.
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An Egyptian woman walks past an exchange bureau advertisement showing images of the US dollar, in Cairo.

Egypt loses currency battle to ‘dollar mafia’
Khaled Osama

Cairo

E

gypt is losing the race for
the dollars in its citizens’
hands to exchanges and
ubiquitous foreign currency mafias, creating a
situation that might soon drain all
the greenbacks from government
coffers, economists say.
This could mean the country
would be unable to honour obligations to lenders and fail to secure
food imports.
“A systematic war is being waged
against the economy by a bunch of
currency dealers who have created
a parallel foreign exchange market,” independent monetary policies expert Amr Hassanein said.
“Things are getting out of control
for the Central Bank.”
US dollars, the main import currency, are being sold, not at Egypt’s
banks or foreign exchange offices

but at supermarkets, coffee shops
and public squares. The government calls this a “conspiracy”
aimed at bringing the Egyptian
economy to its knees. However,
economists refer to deteriorating
business conditions, a weakening
national currency and a failure of
policy planners to set a realistic
value of the dollar to the Egyptian
pound at banks.
The black market rate for one US
dollar, which has been rising since
the beginning of 2015, is 10.5011.50 Egyptian pounds. The official
exchange rate is 8.88 pounds to a
dollar. The difference in the rates
is why the black market is winning
the battle for the dollars in ordinary citizens’ pockets.
“Foreign currency mafias”, as
the government calls them, collect
millions of dollars from Egyptians
on the streets, at coffee shops and
at supermarkets, buying them at
the highest rate and depriving the
national economy of much-needed
foreign currency.

Saleh Mohamed, a cigarette seller
turned dollar dealer, has been making huge profits since he turned to
the dollar trade.

“Setting a realistic
value to the pound is
one of the actions
needed.”

Economics professor
Sherine al-Shawarbi

Mohamed, in his mid-40s,
spends time on Alfy Street, a pedestrian-only road in the heart of
Cairo, waiting for potential dollar
sellers. Behind his zest for buying
the US currency is pressure from
importers who need the dollars to
buy goods for the local market, including cooking oil, clothes, medicine and engineering equipment.
Mohamed makes money selling the
dollars he buys on the street.
“Importers cannot find the dollars at the banks or exchanges,”
Mohamed said. “Citizens who have

dollars don’t want to sell them at
the low bank rate either.”
He is one of hundreds of people
who have turned to the lucrative
foreign currency trade in recent
months.
In a related development, dollarthirsty airlines have been telling
passengers that they have to buy
airline tickets using US dollars, not
Egyptian pounds. The airlines are
also appealing to the government
to allow them to buy fuel at the local market, using Egyptian pounds,
not US dollars.
Some companies are closing
down because they do not have
enough dollars to secure imports.
Pharmaceutical firms have stopped
production of some medicines because they did not have enough
dollars to buy raw materials on international markets.
The worst is yet to come, economists warn.
Egypt’s foreign currency reserves have fallen to $16 billion,
almost half of what they were be-

fore the 2011 uprising. The bulk of
the reserves is not owned by Egypt
but came in the form of Central
Bank deposits from Gulf countries
concerned about Egypt’s economic
downfall.
“Setting a realistic value to the
pound is one of the actions needed,” said Sherine al-Shawarbi, an
economics professor from Cairo
University. “Our factories need to
produce more for export, the tourism sector must come back on track
and Suez Canal revenues must return to their normal levels.”
Some countries have been warning against travel to Egypt since a
Russian airliner was bombed over
Sinai in November 2015. Suez Canal revenues have declined due to
slower international trade.
This means, economists say, that
Egypt has to keep depending on
Arab aid. It also means that people such as Mohamed, the dollar
trader, will continue to make huge
profits as the Egyptian economy
sputters.

Lebanon seeks to be a regional Napa Valley
not, because we are a Mediterranean country after all,” Karam argued.
“When they taste the wines they
are always very pleasantly surprised because these really match
the taste profile of international
consumers. We use many of the
same grapes that you find in other
wines. However, our wines tend to
be a bit stronger because we are a
hotter country.”

Samar Kadi

Beirut

L

ebanon might be known
to the West as a country
marred by wars and violence, not as one of the oldest sites of wine production in the world, dating to biblical
times. Its burgeoning wine industry
and award-winning wines exported
to a wide Lebanese expatriate community in the Gulf, Europe and the
United States are only starting to attract the attention of international
consumers.
Selling Lebanon as a wine-producing country is the challenging
task given Lebanese-British wine
expert and journalist Michael Karam, who was commissioned by the
Union Vinicole du Liban (UVL) to
raise awareness of Lebanese wines,
particularly representing six labels: Ixir, Chateau Kefraya, Chateau
Ksara, Chateau St Thomas, Domaine
des Tourelles and Domaine Wardy.
“Trying to get international consumers to buy Lebanese wines entails first of all selling the idea of
Lebanon as a wine-producing country,” Karam said. “Once they understand that Lebanon makes wine
then they will be more persuaded to
buy Lebanese wine.
“You can’t sell a wine without
selling the country. In any marketing campaign it is going to be wines
of Lebanon not wine of Ksara, Kefraya, St Thomas, etc…. If consumers don’t know the country, they are

Wine production is
part of Lebanon’s
history.

A general view shows the cellar of Chateau Musar in Ghazir,
Mount Lebanon in this 2006 file photo.
not going to buy the wine.”
Backing up his marketing argument, Karam said: “You can stop
anyone in the street in London, for
instance, and mention Chile. I bet
you that the first thing they would
say is wine. They might not know
any Chilean producers but they
know that Chile produces wine.
This is the big challenge but, once
you achieve that, selling Lebanese
wines will be much, much easier.”
Lebanon produces about 9 million bottles of wine a year, a small
amount compared with other Mediterranean countries such as Turkey
at more than 70 million bottles an-

nually or Cyprus with 45 million
bottles.
“It (production) is microscopic.
Even by regional standard we are
very small and we only export approximately half of that, the rest
being consumed locally,” noted Karam, the author of Wines of Lebanon.
With the Middle East becoming
overshadowed by raging conflicts
and gaining notoriety for exporting
Islamic jihadism, promoting wines
from the region can cause surprise.
“In the West, people are surprised
that Lebanon produces wine but
when they think about it a bit more
they see no reason why we should

The challenge for Lebanese wine
in the export market remains making the transition from Lebanese
restaurants abroad into international venues and retailers.
“We don’t want the people to only
drink Lebanese wine with Lebanese
food,” he said. “Ideally, we would
want them to drink arak [a Levantine alcoholic drink distilled from
anise] with Lebanese food, while
Lebanese wine would be drunk
[with any food] like any other wine,
be it from Chile or California.”
In addition to France and the
United Kingdom — prime markets
for Lebanese wines — bottles are
finding their way to Germany, Sweden, Dubai and the United States.
“We really have such small amounts
that we can’t go everywhere. With
four-and-a-half-million
bottles
to export, establishing Lebanese
wines in five or six markets is just
great.”
Another challenge for market-

ing Lebanon’s wine is its price. In a
country such as Britain where the
price tag for a bottle of wine starts
at 4 pounds ($5.75), the cheapest
Lebanese wine sells at 10 pounds
($14.50).
“To convince the consumer to go
into that 10-pound market segment
is very difficult. To do this, Lebanon
has to market itself as a boutique
producer. In other words, if you
want that wine, which we make
in a really small amount, you have
to pay a little bit more,” Karam explained.
Wine production is part of Lebanon’s history. Many believe that
Qana in South Lebanon is the setting of Jesus’s first miracle, in which
he is said to have turned water into
wine. Before the time of Jesus,
Phoenicians traded wine across the
Mediterranean. When the region
fell under Ottoman rule, winemaking was forbidden, except in monasteries.
The sector was revived to some
extent with the French mandate
over Lebanon in the early 20th century, with the French’s demand for
wine, but the sector decline again
with the onset of civil war in 1975.
“It is very important that people
understand that Lebanon was one
of the first countries to make wine.
It was definitely the first to export
wine,” Karam said.
“It is no exaggeration to say that
the Phoenicians gave wine to the
world.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s
Travel and Society sections editor.
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What’s after the collapse of the Doha talks?
Jareer Elass

Eastern Libya
ships first oil cargo
in defiance of
Tripoli

Washington

O

il market observers were
shocked that consultations in Doha between
members of the Organisation of the Petroleum
Exporting Companies (OPEC) and a
half dozen independent oil producers about a “production freeze” collapsed over the insistence by Saudi
Arabia that every OPEC member adhere to the accord — a move clearly
aimed at Iran.
Some OPEC watchers were
stunned that the 11th-hour intervention from Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz seemingly derailed what
most producers attending believed
was nearly a done deal. Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak left
the meeting furious that the Gulf
OPEC states were responsible for
“undoing two months of negotiations” by demanding that Iran be a
party to the agreement.
The outcome of the Doha gettogether shouldn’t have been a
shocker; as politics has played a significant role throughout OPEC’s history. Disagreements between Iran
and Saudi Arabia over production
policy within OPEC have resulted in weak accords or ineffective
rollovers of previous agreements.
Strained diplomatic relations between the two Gulf powers cannot
help but colour their willingness to
cooperate within the organisation.
The deputy crown prince’s involvement not only scuppered the
success of the Doha meeting, it revealed just how influential he is in
directing Saudi oil policy.
It is also telling that Tehran
snubbed the Doha gathering. Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh was
supposedly sending a representative as Iran would just be observing,
but that delegate was a no-show,
which may well have further irked
the Saudis.
The Saudis’ decision in late 2014
to reclaim market share caused
deep divisions within OPEC as Riyadh sacrificed price for market
share. The Saudis had backing from
their Gulf allies and other supporters within OPEC to ensure that the
group did not cut output when
global demand eroded amid plentiful oil supplies and as international
crude prices tanked.

A government based in eastern
Libya shipped its first cargo of crude
in defiance of authorities in Tripoli,
a bold move that could deepen the
divisions that have brought chaos
since the fall of Muammar Qaddafi.
Tripoli authorities asked the UN
Security Council to blacklist the
India-flagged tanker Distya Ameya,
which left the eastern Libyan port of
Hariga carrying oil they said could
not be lawfully sold.
The eastern government has set
up its own National Oil Corporation
(NOC) to act in parallel to the Tripoli-based NOC, which is recognised
internationally as the only legitimate seller of Libyan oil.
The tanker departed Hariga carrying 650,000 barrels of crude on
April 25th bound for Malta, said Mohamed al-Manfi, a spokesman for
the eastern NOC.
Libya’s economy depends almost
exclusively on oil export revenue
and the fight over control of those
funds has driven chronic instability and civil war since long-serving
autocrat Qaddafi was toppled and
killed by Western-backed rebels in
2011.
(Reuters)

Egypt tourism
revenue down
66% in first
quarter
Egypt netted $500 million in tourism revenue in the first quarter of
2016, down from $1.5 billion a year
earlier, a Tourism Ministry adviser
said, highlighting the country’s
struggle to kick-start a key dollarearning industry.
Egypt’s tourism industry, a cornerstone of the economy and critical
source of hard currency, has struggled to rebound after the political
and economic upheaval triggered by
the 2011 uprising that ended Hosni
Mubarak’s 30-year rule.
Tourism revenue took a heavy
hit after a Russian plane crashed in
the Sinai last October, killing all 224
people on board in what President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi called an act of
terrorism.
In the first quarter of 2016, 1.2
million tourists travelled to Egypt,
down from 2.2 million a year earlier,
said economic adviser to the Ministry of Tourism Adla Ragab.
(Reuters)

Riyadh can assess
market conditions and
monitor Iran’s oil
volumes, till the June
2nd OPEC conference
in Vienna.
This Saudi-led initiative occurred
at the same time that a sanctionsbound Iran was deep in negotiations with world powers over a nuclear framework deal, which was
worrisome to Riyadh, fearing an ultimate shift in regional dominance.
With the partial lifting of Western
sanctions last January, Tehran was
able to resume oil exports at full tilt.
Saudi Arabia was not willing to help
Iran by boosting prices through a
proposal initially pushed by OPEC
member Venezuela and independent producer Russia that involved
collaborative production cuts.
When Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Venezuela and Russia surprised oil
markets in February with a pact to
freeze crude output at January levels, the caveat was that the rest of
OPEC, as well as major independent producers, needed to make the
same commitment for the deal to
have teeth. Iran’s response was that
it was unwilling to participate in a
freeze agreement as it was working
to restore its oil production capacity to the pre-sanctions level of 4.2
million barrels per day (bpd).
While Saudi Arabia remained surprisingly quiet in February when
Iran stated its opposition to participating in freezing output, Deputy Crown Prince Salman made it

Briefs

Qatar National
Bank investigates
alleged hack

Qatar’s Energy Minister Mohammed bin Saleh al-Sada at a news conference during the meeting
between major oil producing countries on April 17th in Doha.
clear in an April 1st interview with
Bloomberg News that Tehran’s position was unacceptable.
He was quoted as saying: “If all
countries agree to freeze production, we’re ready… If there is anyone that decides to raise their production, then we will not reject any
opportunity that knocks on our
door.”
Two weeks later, he cautioned
that the kingdom could immediately raise its oil production by more
than 1 million bpd from its current
10.2 million bpd and bring on an additional 1 million bpd within six to

nine months “if we wanted to”.
That veiled threat and the Saudi
insistence on Iranian participation
in any collective agreement between OPEC and non-OPEC members seem to have coincided with
reports that Iranian exports have
begun to climb higher than expected, no doubt worrying Riyadh
about the effect these additional
barrels would have on oil markets
as well as on Tehran’s improving
post-sanctions economic picture.
The Saudis have stated that a production freeze agreement is still on
the table and could be discussed at

the regularly scheduled June 2nd
OPEC conference in Vienna. That
gives Riyadh several weeks to assess market conditions and monitor
Iran’s oil volumes.
The collapse of the Doha talks
does theoretically give free rein to
Russia and Saudi Arabia to bump
up their production while allowing
others, such as Iraq, to continue to
pump at heightened levels. While
these extra barrels could weaken
crude prices ahead of the June
meeting, Riyadh could instead
blame Iran for refusing to sign on to
the Doha freeze agreement.

Qatar National Bank is investigating an alleged hack that potentially
exposed the names and passwords
of a large number of customers.
Media reports claimed that a 1.4 gigabyte trove of documents was released online anonymously.
The
information
reportedly
leaked includes bank details of several journalists working for satellite broadcaster Al Jazeera. Another
folder apparently included details
of the work of internal and overseas
intelligence agencies, according to
reports on various publications, including the Doha News website.
Qatar National Bank refused to say
whether the leak had happened but
said it was looking into the claims.
QNB is one of the largest banks in
the Middle East and in April reported a first-quarter 7% increase in profits to almost $800 million, despite
the effects of low global oil prices.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Iraqi Sabean minority in peril
Muhanad al-Hussam

Baghdad

A

fter close relatives were
either killed or abducted
by Muslim Shia militias
and criminal gangs, Sarmad Kamil, one of the
few thousands of the Sabean religious minority living in Iraq, is trying to keep his faith to himself.
He joined a Shia Muslim tribe
to gain its protection in a country
where Islamic State (ISIS) militants
have killed scores of people of all
faiths, including fellow Sunni Muslims who do not accept the group’s
extremist approach, and sectarian
and ethnic violence is widespread.
Despite the measure of protection
his membership of the Shia tribe affords, Kamil still wants to emigrate
to Europe because religious intolerance is increasing in Iraq.

“We’re very worried
about our safety
here because
religious tolerance
and the rule of law
are diminishing day
by day.”

Sabean Iraqi Sarmad Kamil
A government employee and a
father of three, Kamil said several
of his cousins had been killed or
abducted for ransom in the lawlessness that followed the 2003 US-led
invasion of Iraq. Many Sabeans fled
the country.
“We’re very worried about our
safety here because religious tolerance and the rule of law are diminishing day by day,” Kamil said.
Sabeans give Yahya bin Zakarriya,
known by Christians as John the
Baptist, a special status, higher than
that in Christianity and Islam. The
community reveres John the Baptist
as one of its greatest teachers and
credits him with performing miracles of healing through baptism.
Sabeans view healing through
baptism as a magical process that
bestows immortality, purification
and physical health. This belief,
especially the purification of the
soul and the physical soundness,
explains why Sabeans opt for living
near the banks of Iraq’s two main

Iraqi members of the Sabean minority pray on the banks of the Tigris river in Baghdad.
rivers, Tigris and Euphrates.
Oday Asad, a community spokesman, said Sabeans once numbered
75,000 in Iraq but the number had
dipped to 12,000 by 2016 as followers escaped to the West.
“The majority of the followers
have left the country to escape the
violence,” he explained. “The Sabeans see no future here amid the
continued killing and abductions
targeting them.”
Both Sunni insurgents and Shia
militias have targeted Iraq’s religious minorities and the weak government has been unable to protect
them. Tens of thousands of Yazidis
fled their homes in northern Iraq in
the face of an ISIS assault in 2014.

ISIS trapped thousands of Yazidis
on a mountain, depriving them of
food and water. The militants took
hundreds of Yazidis captive, forcing women and children into slavery
and killing the men.
Christians also left their homes
and possessions when ISIS captured
the city of Mosul in 2014, and Shia
militias have confiscated empty
homes owned by Christians in Baghdad.
Sabeans were no exception. Many
community members, mostly working as goldsmiths, were abducted or
killed by gangs believed to be linked
to Shia militias. In one incident,
armed men killed three Sabeans before robbing their goldsmith shops

in Baghdad.
There are no records of the number of those abducted or killed, but
community members estimate they
number several hundred.
Kamil said his brother, who owns
a jewellery shop in the Shia dominated city of Kut in eastern Iraq, was
ordered by an unspecified armed
group to pay a large sum of money
every month to keep his shop untouched. The brother paid the protection money until he fled with his
family to Europe.
To avoid his brother’s fate, Kamil
sought protection from a renowned
Shia tribe in Baghdad. In return
Kamil donates money when needed
for the tribe’s solidarity fund. Kamil

also participates in all Shia religious
activities in his neighbourhood in
eastern Baghdad.
“We’re very worried about our
safety,” he said. “When I have
enough money to travel, I will not
hesitate to follow my brother and
relatives.”
Asad said Sabeans have always
been part of Iraq’s religious and ethnic mosaic and throughout history
were a peaceful group sharing with
the other Iraqis “the good, bad and
worst times”.
“We hope that security and peace
will be restored in this country so
that we remain part of Iraq’s future,
but events are going in the opposite
direction,” he said.

Egyptian authorities try to rein in cyberspace activism
Khaled Osama

Cairo

A

proposed social media
law would likely restrict
cyberspace
activism,
increase alienation of
young people in Egypt
and further erode the support for
Egyptian leaders, observers say.
“It’s totally illogical for anybody
to try to control social media now,”
rights activist Nehad Abul Komsan
said. “Such a law shows the enormity of fear inside government corridors from public views expressed
on social networking sites.”

“It’s totally illogical
for anybody to try to
control social media
now.”
Rights activist Nehad
Abul Qomsan
The measure, expected to soon
be presented to parliament for debate, would mandate prison terms
for people who spread false news
reports, offend public figures, encourage terrorism or fan sectarianism.
The exact wording of the law has
not been made public but information leaked to the media indicates
the measure orders internet provid-

ers to ask users to provide national
identification card numbers when
creating Facebook pages or Twitter accounts. Security experts say
the data would enable authorities
to track down people who violate
the law.
Parliament, most members of
which back President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi, seeks to control social media because Egyptian officials fear
free speech and have an instinctive
penchant for reining in expression,
rights advocates say.
Sisi, in a recent meeting with parliament members and media representatives, referred to cyberspace
activists who spread falsified news
about his government and negate
its achievements.
“If I address you through social
media, you don’t see me or know
which agency I work for,” Sisi said.
“There are fourth- and fifth-generation wars. There are cyberspace
brigades that work day and night.
Egyptians do not feel the effect
of the work we do because of the
negative work being done [by cyberspace activists].”
The desire to rein in social media will land Sisi and parliament
in trouble, advocates like Abul
Komsan say.
Social networking was at the forefront of the revolution against autocrat Hosni Mubarak in 2011 and Islamist president Muhammad Morsi
in 2013. The revolutions started as
social media uprisings.

A young Egyptian logs onto Facebook at an internet café in Cairo.
Social media were used recently
by Sisi’s opponents to report police
brutality and administrative corruption throughout Egypt. They
were used by a militant group in the
Sinai peninsula to publish photos of
Egyptian troops killed and equipment seized during attacks on Sinai
army posts.
There were 48.3 million internet
users in Egypt in 2015, according
to Internet World Stats, an international site focused on internet
statistics worldwide. Some 27 million of the users had Facebook accounts.
The internet is increasingly seen

as a “security threat” in Egypt,
Freedom House said in a 2015 report about internet freedom in the
country. The organisation listed a
number of journalists and cyberspace activists who were jailed for
expressing their views on social
networks.
With the proposed law, observers said, the number of people
imprisoned on charges of committing social media crimes would rise
dramatically. The law is so broadly
worded that they could apply to almost any Facebook or Twitter posting.
“The government shudders at

what the public writes on social
media,” said Amir Salim, a lawyer
involved in defending opposition
activists, “but it should realise that
we are already past the time of internet control.”
Activists said that, by seeking to
control social media, Sisi and his
government pit themselves against
young people, who have been largely alienated since the anti-Mubarak
uprising, even though they were
the main forces behind the revolution.
Sisi has been trying to placate
younger citizens, creating leadership and financial aid programmes.
However, most of the initiatives
have failed to convince many young
people to get politically involved.
This was clear in the 2015 parliamentary elections and the 2014
election that made Sisi president.
Nevertheless, some people say
social media should not be left
without control while Egypt is
fighting terrorism.
Shadia Thabet, a member of the
Egyptian parliament, said false
news spread through social media
could cause Egypt’s “destruction”.
“Social networking sites have
turned into a tool for spreading falsified news,” Thabet said. “It has
even become more influential than
the traditional media, which is why
it is important for us to take steps
to protect our country against the
negative effects of misusing this social media.”
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The destructive power of despair

Hopelessness and marginalisation driving young Arabs to join ISIS
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

s the war against the Islamic State (ISIS) intensifies, a survey of young
Arabs, a major source of
recruitment by the jihadists, and a trove of ISIS personnel records, which analysts consider the “most significant” cache
of its kind, has provided important
insights into the group’s regional
standing — even suggesting support for ISIS is falling among Arab
millennials.
The data that emerged indicate
that, despite the destructive power of despair among young Arabs
across the Middle East and North
Africa that has been driving them
into the arms of ISIS and its selfproclaimed caliphate aimed at reviving the medieval glory days of
Islam, many do not see jihad as the
answer to their woes and possibly
one of the causes of their distress.

“Daesh may weaken
and disappear but
the underlying
sickness will
remain.”

Security analyst Hassan Hassan
The survey — the eighth annual
polling of its kind — determined
that 13% of the 3,500 Arab men
aged 18-24 polled in 16 countries
said they could not see themselves
supporting ISIS even if it became
less violent. At the same time, 50%
of respondents said they perceived
ISIS as the region’s biggest problem, up from 27% a year ago.

This would seem to challenge
the perceived wisdom of recent
years that alienation and a deeprooted sense of hopelessness and
marginalisation among the younger generation are the incubators for
an alarming drift towards Islamic
militancy that ISIS tapped into for
its fighters, suicide bombers and
even its army of bureaucrats who
administer its caliphate.
At the same time, a vast cache
of ISIS documentation that has
emerged, reputedly provided by
an ISIS defector, underlines that
thousands of Arabs with an average age of 26 or 27, went to Syria
and Iraq to join ISIS’s war in 201314.
That flood of recruits may have
diminished since then, particularly as ISIS is under growing military
pressure and is said to have lost
more than 40% of the territory it
conquered in its 2014 blitzkrieg.
The overwhelming majority of
the men polled in the survey, published on April 12th, rejected terrorism but said the biggest crisis
facing the region is widespread unemployment, particularly among
the young; poor governance and
the lack of democracy and chronic
instability.
The survey clearly shows that
Arab leaders ignore the clamour
from young people at their peril:
that unless regional governments
provide jobs and stability, it may
be hard to contain the destructive
power of despair.
ISIS “thrives on political, social
and religious failures”, observed
analyst Hassan Hassan in a paper
issued with the survey conducted
by the Dubai office of the Asda’a
Burson-Marsteller, one of the region’s leading public relations

agencies.
“Daesh may weaken and disappear but the underlying sickness
will remain and similar groups will
emerge if that sickness is not addressed,” Hassan said, using the
Arabic acronym for ISIS.
One of the main sources of this
instability in a region gripped by
conflict from Morocco to Yemen,
72% of the respondents said, is the
deepening rift between Sunnis and
Shias, a rivalry that ISIS is deliberately enflaming.

50%

of respondents
said they perceived
ISIS as the region’s
biggest problem, up
from 27% a year ago.
At the same time, 52% said they
felt religion plays too big a role in
the region and 39% saw the Syrian
bloodbath as a proxy war waged by
global and regional powers. Almost
half said they supported the July
2015 nuclear agreement between
Iran and US-led global powers — in
striking contrast to the fury and
alarm this caused among the Sunni
monarchies of the Arabian Gulf.
The leaked ISIS documents,
which contained personnel records on more than 4,600 volunteers, to some extent support the
survey’s findings. The mass of
data, analysed by the Combating
Terrorism Center (CTC) at the US
Military Academy at West Point,
New York, showed that only 12%
of the Muslims who went to Syria

were prepared to carry out suicide
missions.
That ratio is starkly at variance
with CTC data on foreign volunteers with al-Qaeda in Iraq, ISIS’s
jihadist predecessor, in 2006-07,
when more than half said they
were willing to kill themselves during attacks for the caliphate.
The CTC experts provided another telling conclusion — and this underlines the degree to which eco-

nomic stagnation propels young
Muslims to seek out ISIS — which
is that many of the volunteers had
more menial jobs than their higher
level of education would suggest.
The lack of employment prospects also appears to have been a
significant influence: 656 of the
volunteers were students who presumably saw jihad as a better prospect than a life without a decent
job.

Obama’s remarks fuel misperceptions about Arab youth

View poi nt
Jean
AbiNader

J

essica Ashooh, deputy
director of the Atlantic
Council’s Middle East
Strategy Task Force,
took aim at comments
about Arab youth made
by US President Barack Obama
in his interview in the Atlantic.
While decrying the overall
dismal state of the political life
in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA), the president
remarked that Arabs, frankly,
were not up to par with their
counterparts in South-East
Asia, which, he said, “is filled
with striving, ambitious,
energetic people who are every
single day scratching and
clawing to build businesses and
get education and find jobs and
build infrastructure”.
While the president is, of
course, entitled to his opinions,
given his stature, these somehow
get translated into truth. In this
case, his comments support
stereotypes that disparage a
generation of Arabs who are
often engaged in a significant
struggle to create value, jobs
and acquire a decent quality of
life. It feeds into the common
misperceptions that somehow
“Arabs” do not share American
interests in the MENA region.
Yet, time and time again, from
the high level of cooperation
in joint military exercises to
the multitude of education,
training, capacity-building

Obama’s comments
support stereotypes that
disparage a generation of
enterprising Arabs.

and entrepreneurship projects
the United States supports,
Americans find significant
alignment with their friends
from Morocco and Jordan to the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),
many of them working in the
private sector. Despite that being
a “friend of America” entitles you
to be on the Islamic State (ISIS)
hit list, youth throughout the
Arab world are actively engaged
in challenging the status quo and
building quality life options.
Contrast what Obama had to
say with a recent World Bank
blog posting: “As you walk
through the ancient market in
Fez or that of any other medina
in Morocco, pass a vibrant hair
salon in downtown Casablanca
with the feel of a beauty megafactory, or see young people
on a street corner in Rabat
waiting to be picked up for a
day job in construction, you
cannot but be impressed with
the entrepreneurial spirit on
display. The young people hard
at work across the country are
part of a huge army of Moroccan
youth, many of whom have less
than secondary school degrees,
stuck in the informal sector with
limited opportunities for a good,
steady income.”
Throughout the MENA region,
the vast majority of Arab youth
are striving to find the means
to acquire skills, financing,
partnerships and access to
markets that will change their
futures for the better. As Ashooh
writes: “Beyond the noise of the
ISIS horror show, young Arabs are
seeking education and starting
companies at record levels, using
technology to improve not only
their personal prospects but also
their societies.”
Morocco and Jordan as well
as the United Arab Emirates and

Saudi Arabia provide a multitude
of examples of start-ups
nurtured with resources backing
entrepreneurial teams working
in collaboration to redefine how
technology can benefit sectors
from small farms to complex
information systems. Combined
with increased investments in
renewable energy and improved
health services, opportunities for
enhancing quality of life in these

Obama
should visit
one of the
dozens of
tech fairs in
the region.

Emiratis look at technology exhibits at
the Museum of the Future, an innovation
exhibition at the World Government Summit in
Dubai on February 10, 2016.

countries are increasing daily.
Governments are sensing that
their key role is to encourage
rather than regulate how
entrepreneurism should evolve
by listening to youth and their
allies in the private sector to
stimulate and abet the success of
start-ups. With increased access to
early and second stage financing,
business fairs to demonstrate new
applications and technologies and
increased attention from private
investors, youth are reaching for
opportunities that simply did not
exist five years ago.
There are multiple examples of
how technology can be applied by
those with a less formal education
in areas such as agriculture,
hospitality services, small-scale
energy, home and health care and
artisanal crafts. Opportunities are
accessible to previously illiterate
village women, poorly educated
rural youth and those enmeshed
in the informal economy. It is
about options; it is about change.
Remarkably, women make up
about 35% of those leading startups in the Arab world, ten times
the ratio of women-led tech startups in the United States.
So, if Obama wants to see
what the majority of MENA
youth are focusing on, he should
visit one of the dozens of tech
fairs that take place each year
in Morocco, Jordan or the GCC
or travel to incubators that are
borne of university-private sector
partnerships. He should listen
to the aspirations of those who
every day are striving to make a
difference in their lives and their
communities. These serve as
strong and enduring complements
to the vast sums spent on
countering violent extremism
programmes. Both are essential to
sustaining our partnerships in the
MENA region.
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Art Dubai’s 2016 edition marks a decade of excellence
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

A

rt Dubai’s 2016 edition
was exceptional and the
most diverse to date,
as the global cultural
venue marked ten years
since it was launched.The numbers, not to mention the quality of
the art on display, were staggering.
The event attracted a record 27,516
visitors. Ninety-five museums and
institutions from across the world
were represented, with many accompanied by curators, museum
board members and patrons, reaffirming Art Dubai’s high position
among the world’s most global
fairs.
“There is an ever-growing interest and enthusiasm of local audiences plus the interest and knowledge of the international arts scene
in what is happening in the Arab
world,” said Art Dubai Director Antonia Carver.
It was a commercially successful event with about one-quarter
of participating galleries selling
out and the vast majority reporting
healthy sales. “The galleries were
also delighted with the opportunities they had at the fair to meet the
world’s leading museum directors
and curators,” Carver said.
Sales ranged from less than
$10,000 for emerging artists to
more than $300,000 for works by
internationally renowned artists
such as China’s Ai Wei Wei, Iraq’s
Faiq Hassan, Japan’s Yayoi Kusama, Iranian Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian and Spain’s Jaume
Plensa.
More than 2,000 people attended
debates at the three-day Global Art
Forum and nearly 1,000 students
participated in the fair. The topic of
the Global Art Forum was The Future Was, with more than 50 speakers from art, science, technology
and architecture taking part.
“Art Dubai has grown hand-inhand with the local arts scene. In
2007 when the fair began, there
was just a handful of galleries in the
city. Now, ten years later, Dubai is
known as the regional market centre with a thriving gallery scene,
the region’s leading fair and also a
growing not-for-profit sector,” she
said.
Art Dubai is part of Dubai Art
Week, incorporating Design Days
Dubai and SIKKA Art Fair, as well
as Art Nights at Gate Village, Al-

Visitors to Art Dubai Contemporary, 2016, The Studio
serkal and Al Quoz Galleries Night,
RCA Secret Dubai, the Global Art
Forum and the wider programme
of shows and initiatives across the
United Arab Emirates, becoming
an important event on the Middle
Eastern and South Asian art calendar.
With momentum provided by
Art Dubai and Art Week, Dubai has
been attracting impressive new local, regional and international artistic talents, promoting the emirate as an essential meeting point
on the art map.
An interesting aspect of this
year’s show was that nearly half the
participating artists were women.
Art Dubai Contemporary’s two
halls were dominated by largescale installations and stand-out
works by internationally acclaimed
artists, presented alongside works
by emerging artists from the region

and the highest participation to
date of galleries from the UAE.
International museum representatives were particularly drawn
to Art Dubai Modern, the only exhibition of its kind, focusing on the
masters of the Middle East, Africa
and South Asia, highlighting market demand for works from the
1900s to the 1980s.
Art Dubai’s critical success is
largely linked to its connections to
the private sector, most prominently with the Abraaj Group, a leading investment group. The Abraaj
Group Art Prize, worth $100,000, is
the only one of its kind that awards
artists based on a proposal, rather
than a completed work. It is in its
eighth year.
One of the highlights of the 2016
event was the unveiling of The
Abraaj Group Art Prize 2016 exhibition. Titled Syntax and Society

and curated by Antwerp-based Nav
Haq, it featured a new video installation by prize winners, Palestinian
artist-duo Basel Abbas and Ruanne
Abou-Rahme, alongside works
by short-listed artists Dina Danish, Mahmoud Khaled and Bashir
Mahmood.

“Dubai is known as
the regional market
centre, with a
thriving gallery
scene, the region’s
leading fair and a
growing not-forprofit sector.”
Antonia Carver, Art
Dubai’s director
According to Haq, the selected
works “look at questions of language as symbolic structures in

a playful as well as investigative
way”.
Abbas and Abou-Rahme’s haunting installation Only the Beloved
Keeps Our Secrets examines how
modern-day technologies, particularly the internet, can enable a
continued existence for those who
have been deceased. The agonising
footage of a Palestinian boy who
is killed while attempting to pluck
an edible plant, after he crossed an
Israeli military line, is mixed with
other images of rituals, the wider
landscape and seascape.
Each element of image, sound,
song and words came together as
the video unfolded, pointing to the
Palestinian narrative and collective
history.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

Morocco’s Al-Qarawiyyin library to reopen after major restoration
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

The curator of the Al-Qarawiyyin library, Abdelfattah
Bougchouf, opens an original version of Ibn Khaldoun’s most
famous work, Muqadimah, dating to the 14th century at the
Al-Qarawiyyin mosque in Fez, Morocco.

fter three years of restoration, Morocco’s AlQarawiyyin library, one
of the oldest libraries in
the world, is to reopen
to the public in May after a period
in which researchers are granted access.
Al-Qarawiyyin library, built in
859 in Fez during the reign of Sultan Abou Inane Al Marini, contains
priceless treasures. Its 12-centuryold manuscripts have been sources
of knowledge for researchers and
students around the world.
The beautiful Arab-Andalusianstyle library was built thanks to
Fatima al-Fihriya, the daughter of
a wealthy Tunisian merchant who
emigrated to Fez and provided the
endowment. The woman vowed to
devote her inheritance to the construction of a mosque and a library
for the community. After her parents’ deaths, she kept her word. She
fasted every day while the construction work was taking place as a way
of getting divine blessings.
The library is a historic witness
to women’s contribution to Islamic
civilisation. In the tenth century the

mosque became a university, which
is the oldest operational educational
institution in the world, according
to the UN cultural agency, UNESCO.
Heat and humidity took a toll on
Al-Qarawiyyin, which had played a
key role in the transfer of knowledge
between Muslims and Europeans in
the Middle Ages.

The library is a historic
witness to women’s
contribution to Islamic
civilisation.
“When I first visited, I was
shocked at the state of the place. In
rooms containing precious manuscripts dating back to the seventh
century, the temperature and moisture were uncontrolled and there
were cracks in the ceiling,” said Aziza Chaouni, the architect in charge
of rehabilitating the library, on the
website of the TED foundation.
In 2012, after receiving a grant
from Kuwait’s Arab Bank, Morocco’s
Ministry of Culture decided to renovate the building following King Mohammed VI’s directives.
Priceless manuscripts and parchments covering fields such as grammar, theology, law and astronomy
are now kept in a secure room with
strict temperature and humidity
control after a plumbing problem

threatened to soak them in sewage.
The library had been rehabilitated on many occasions through
the years. However, before the 2012
project began, it still suffered from
“major structural problems, a lack
of insulation and infrastructural deficiencies, such a blocked drainage
system, broken tiles, cracked wood
beams, exposed electric wires, and
so on,” Chaouni told TED.
After three years of renovation,
the library is to reopen to the public
and provide access to its resources
of knowledge and history. The library will house a document restoration laboratory, a reading room, a
rare book collection, a conference
room and a café.
The Louvre Museum in Paris had
an exhibition in 2014 called Medieval Morocco featuring the North
African country’s medieval religious
items and manuscripts, including Ibn Khaldoun’s Muqadimah.
A 13th-century chandelier, weighing more than 1 tonne and made
of engraved copper with 520 glass
lamps arranged in nine circles, from
the prayer room of Al-Qarawiyyin
mosque was one of the exhibit’s
highlights.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Reluctant artist highlights Palestinians’ plight
Karen Dabrowska

London

O

n a white wall at the
top of the stairs leading to her exhibition in
West London’s P21 Gallery, Susan Boulter has
written definitions of “human”
and “humane” in her neat, flowing
handwriting: “Human — characteristics of mankind as opposed to
God, showing the better nature of
man, Humane — benevolent, compassionate.”
“As you look at each work think
about an answer to the question of
the title,” Boulter requests in another line of handwriting under the
definitions, introducing her Are We
all Human(e)? exhibition.
“I am not an artist… Inspired by
attacks and atrocities, ten years
ago my ideas came to be made into
physical form,” Boulter, quoted on
the exhibition website, said of the
Israeli occupation and conflicts in
the West Bank and Gaza.

“The exhibition is
the result of ten
years of increasing
anger.”

Susan Boulter

“The maker of these works is
not important,” she said. “I reject
entirely the notion of artist. The
exhibition is the result of ten years
of increasing anger… Economic
inequality in the world is getting
worse: those who ‘have not’ are
paying for the crimes of those ‘who
have’.”
Boulter is eager to draw attention
to UN resolutions being unscrupulously violated. “Atrocities and attacks in the name of power and oil
are being carried out. Palestine is
under constant attack, physically,
economically and with a barrage of

propaganda against the Palestinian
people,” she said on the website.
“Unscrupulous exploitation — culturally, morally, economically — the
denial of human rights and the absence of the rule of law, both internationally and nationally, are
endemic: are we not all being used
as pawns for the benefit of those
in power? This is a call to action as
much as it is an exhibition.”
The exhibition is one of contrasts. Beautiful acrylic and collage
works, embroidery and knitwear
are used to portray harsh realities.
Behind the shutters of the windows
on the embroidered “adventures
calendar”, Boulter has neatly typed
information about life in Palestine:
“Under international law Israeli settlements in the West Bank are illegal;” “sixty percent of farmers are
cut off from their land by the wall.”
On another embroidery, the game
of hopscotch, played by children
all over the world, is given a political dimension when number nine
“home” is labelled “Palestine”.
“Not made in Israel” is the label on
knitted socks and the special relationship between the United States,
Britain and Israel is illustrated on
an embroidery thread work with
the flag of each country.
Boulter also uses embroidered
words to raise awareness about
conflict and suffering. Canvas and
a variety of threads make a check
list of words for non-governmental
organisations: “abandon”, “barbaric” and “catastrophe”.
In a small room inside the gallery, bees made from knitted yarn
and polyester stuffing hang from
the ceiling. They resemble toys
frequently hung above children’s
cots. But on the ground are stones
covered in blood. The bees are symbolic of the deadly drones and the
haunting, melancholy music of
Ibrahim Maalouf’s Maeva in Wonderland fills the room.
In a short video: Gaza: a bit of col-

Palestinian calendar
our prevails, young artist Walaa Abu
Al-Eish tells her story. “My ultimate
aim is to promote the Palestinian
cause to the world,” she said proudly. In Israeli-besieged Gaza, it is not
possible to get painting materials
but Abu Al-Eish is not deterred; she
uses paints made from spices to
create works with vibrant colours.
The international dialling code
series of ink on paper consists of
advertisements pinned to the wall
with the phone number of the “advertiser”: “Family needs food, will
sell my Holy Quran only to a museum who will treasure it”; “No hope
here, please adopt three children”;

“moving sale: five litre plastic water
containers, blast proof curtains, ten
rolls of razor wire, two diesel generators”; “want to get away, I will
help you cross the ocean — £10,000
adult, £5,000 child.”
One of the most haunting works
is an acrylic collage of children’s
bodies cut off at the waist sitting on
swings. The title of the work is the
children were playing on the beach
— a reference to four boys killed by
Israeli soldiers while playing on the
beach in Gaza in 2014.
This is not a work that is laboured
and agonised over: it is thought,
made, resolved and left to speak its

story for itself, Boulter says in the
leaflet accompanying the exhibition.
Boulter’s exhibition succeeded in
challenging the audience to think
and to act, to become more than
audience, by seeking to answer the
question on whether we are “human” or “humane”. The obvious
message that Boulter wanted to
convey is that we are all part of the
same human family.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.

ICRC exhibition a powerful narrative of men as victims of war
Samar Kadi

Beirut

E

ach had a different story
to tell about the dramatic
events that shattered his
life but the cause was always the same: War. Men
— Portraits of a Journey, an interactive multimedia photo exhibition organised by the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
in Beirut, provides insight into the
lives of six men and a boy who had
to make difficult choices to survive
conflict.
Geyath Qana’a, the musician
who fled his home in Aleppo;
Walid, the Syrian refugee shoeshine boy who yearns to go back
to school; and Mohamad Safwan,
a Lebanese who lost nine members
of his family at sea, are among the
people profiled. Each tells his story
in a 4-minute audio recording that
one can listen to while scrutinising their black-and-white photos,
before and after the tragic turning
point in their lives.
“I had my own home that I
turned into an art residence. In
July 2012, incidents took place in
Aleppo. I was trapped for a week
in a shed,” Qana’a said in his narrative. “I tried eight times to return
to my house — and I failed.
“I was exposed to very bad situations, including arrest. In detention, you are exposed to the worst
things you can imagine, unimaginable things. After my release, I
decided to leave.”
He has since moved to an unstable life in Lebanon, where he
said he is now living. “I will travel
to another place but I will not go
back (to Syria), even if everything
is well,” Qana’a said.
Walid, 12, is bitter about being
deprived of an education since

Mohamad Safwan before the tragedy.
his family fled to Lebanon three
years ago. “When I see kids studying I become regretful, because I
remember the days of my studying,” he said. “I would like to go
to school so my life does not go to
waste. People will make fun of me
if I do this kind of work. I work to
help my father, my brothers and
sisters because we have no more
money.”
For Safwan, things happened
overnight. Out of the 12 members
of his family who tried to reach Europe with the hordes of migrants,
only three survived when their
boat capsized off the Turkish coast.
“Everything happened quickly. I
mean my father made his plans (to

Mohamad after losing his migrant family.

migrate) in a week. It was a huge
shock. To lose a mother, father, sister and nephews… No human can
bear that,” said the 29-year-old.
“We used to go to the Orontes
river for lunch and prepared for the
trip three or four days before. My
sister and her kids were with us.
They are all gone now. The sea has
become my enemy.”
The purpose of the exhibition,
which also features stories of Palestinian refugees from Syria, is to
highlight the vulnerability of men
caught in conflict and expose the
dramatic reasons that push them to
seek refugee status in Europe, said
Soaade Messoudi, head of ICRC
communications in Beirut.

“Men are very often not outspoken about their vulnerability,
though they are very vulnerable
and their stories are underestimated. They are the first ones to be
shot at, the first to be detained and
tortured and, when they move to
another country, they are the first
ones to be humiliated,” Messoudi
said.
“They are all people from the region who have lost their livelihood.
In the Middle East, men are expected to be providers. It is a matter of
honour and pride… So if they cannot do it anymore, it really brings
them down; it has a huge psychological impact.”
The exhibition is meant to ad-

dress a global audience, especially
in Europe where war-weary migrants from the Middle East are
stigmatised and stereotyped as extremists and potential terrorists.
For Messoudi, it is like a “business card” aimed at introducing
the migrants and their dramatic
stories to a global audience. “The
concept is to link the reality in the
Middle East with this huge migration to Europe, which has stirred
tremendous rage and racism,” she
said. “The unknown makes Europeans look at the Middle East with
fear. This (exhibition) is a moment
for the audience to meet those people, to take four minutes to listen to
their stories.
“By showing them as a piece of
art in very beautiful black-andwhite pictures, we wanted to do
a statement — to say don’t look at
them as victims; these are survivors who have been through a lot
and they are still there. They don’t
need pity. They don’t need people
to look down at them but to show
them some regard.”
Palestinian Ali Chatle is also profiled in the exhibition. Palestinians
in Lebanon live under harsh economic and social conditions, made
worse by the influx of refugees
from Syria. “Work opportunities
are rarer. Water and electricity are
also scarcer. So I decided to leave
the country to provide a better life
for my children,” Chatle says.
Several attempts to migrate to
Europe with his family failed. “I
had sold everything I own. Now I
decided to head to Russia; however, my dream is to return to Palestine one day… You asked me if I
have any good memories in my life,
but honestly I can’t think of any.”
The exhibition is expected to
tour ICRC delegations in Europe
and may be featured at the World
Humanitarian Summit in Istanbul
in May.
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Agenda

Dubai:
Through May 17th
Art lovers are invited to the
Picasso and Miro, Passion
and Poetry exhibition, which
features works by Picasso and
Miro at the Burj Khalifa Annex
next to the Armani hotel.

Beirut:
Through May 31st
Oriental Nights at Feb30 celebrates oriental Arabic music
every Tuesday from 9pm
until 2am at Feb30, Alleyway,
Hamra.

Palestinian territories:
May 20th-27th

Tourists riding camels in Jordan’s Nabataean rock city of Petra.

Petra: Jordan’s iconic tourist attraction
Raied T. Shuqum

Amman

I

“

t is a lifetime experience,
though quite expensive,”
exclaimed Josef Henkle, as
he walked out of the ancient site of Petra, Jordan’s
most famous tourist attraction, acclaimed as one of the new seven
wonders of the world.
Although entry to the glittering
capital of the Nabataean empire
costs as much as $70.50 for non-Arab visitors, Henkle said it was worth
every penny.
“The next time we come back we
will spend at least two days and also
make sure that we experience the
site at night, as they have a magical
and very special setting,” said Henkle, a cruise ship tourist on a day trip
from Aqaba.
Nestled in the mountains south of
the Dead Sea, Petra, which means
“stone” in Greek, boasts magnificent temples, tombs and elaborate
buildings carved out of rose-red solid rock, making it perhaps the most
spectacular ancient city remaining

in the modern world.
The UNESCO World Heritage site,
believed to date to the fifth century
BC, fell into the mists of legend after
an earthquake in 363 forced inhabitants to abandon it. For centuries,
Petra’s existence was a well-guarded
secret known only to local Bedouins
and Arab traders until it was found
in 1812 by Swiss explorer Johann
Ludwig Burckhard.
The city’s sandstone geology
makes it an exceptionally fragile
site. It is in a seismic zone, making it
vulnerable to earthquakes and flash
floods that damage its architectural
features. Beginning in the late 20th
century, the ruins were threatened
by ever-increasing numbers of tourists who roamed over the ancient
stones without measures to protect
the fragile site.
“In view of Petra’s uniqueness in
the world and the magnitude and
gravity of the dangers threatening
the site, it is of the utmost importance that Jordan takes [quick and
robust action] to protect and preserve its cultural heritage for future
generations,” travel and tourism
veteran Walid Muhajer said.
He referred to a study in 2000 by

Tourists visit the Red Rose ancient city of Petra in southern Jordan
in April 2012.

The ninth Palestine Festival of
Literature takes place across
historic Palestine, including the Ottoman Court in
Ramallah, the Adam Hotel in
Gaza, Dar al-Tifl in Jerusalem,
Al-Midan Theatre in Haifa,
Municipal Library Gardens in
Nablus and Bethlehem University. The festival includes
free public events, such as
readings, workshops, music
performances and debates,
meetings with authors and
artists and visits to historic
sites.

Marrakech:
June 1st-30th
One of the oldest festivals
in Morocco, the Marrakech
Festival of Popular Arts and
Folklore showcases Moroccan
traditional, music, dance and
costumes. Visitors are invited
to attend concerts, exhibitions
and street troupe performances.

Zouk Mikael:
July-August

US President Barack Obama tours the ruins of Petra with Suleiman
al-Farajat, a tourism professor at the University of Jordan, in 2013.
the German-Jordanian Project for
the Establishment of a Conservation and Restoration Centre in Petra,
which estimated that 80% of the
monuments in Petra were “severely
weathered and, for all practical purposes, lost forever”.
The site was four times placed
on the World’s Monuments Fund’s
100 most endangered monuments,
prompting the creation in 1989 of
the Petra National Trust, a non-governmental organisation dedicated
to the preservation and protection
of the site.
The Treasury, the most impressive of all of Petra’s monuments,
is the first building that appears to
visitors after walking 1.5km down a
winding path to the Siq, the narrow
valley into the site. As the Siq sends
visitors to the right, the number of
niches, caves and tombs increase
around the 8,000-seat amphitheatre, after which the valley widens
out to the main city area.
Until as recently as 1984, many
caves were home to Bedouins, who
have since been relocated to nearby Wadi Mousa, as part of government’s efforts to preserve the site.
In addition to the Treasury, the
triple-arched Triumphal Arch, the
Temple of the Winged Lions, which
was dedicated to the fertility goddess Atargatis, and the Monastery,
similar in appearance to the Treasury but far bigger, are among Petra’s
most spectacular structures.
The site has seen a drop in visitor numbers in recent years because
of regional instability. According to
statistics from the Jordanian Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities,
the number of tourists visiting Pe-

The number of
tourists visiting
Petra dropped by
33% in the first
eight months of
2015.
tra was down 33% during the first
eight months of 2015, pushing several businesses and hotels in the city
close to bankruptcy.
“(Only) Arabs and Jordanians
are mainly coming these days but
not foreigners,” said Tamer Hasan,
a camel guide at the site. He noted
that “there is not much business,
although security in Jordan is very
good”.
“Jordan is safe,” he said.” We do
not have the same problems as Iraq
and Syria but travellers are scared.”
Nonetheless, foreign visitors such
as Henkle are happy to spend the
day in the iconic site which, however, suffers from neglect and inadequate tourist facilities.
“The last part of the road to the
Treasury is littered and covered in
the droppings of the many horses,
camels and donkeys that run around
the site. In some areas the stench on
the site, because of lack of toilets,
didn’t help either,” Henkle said.
“I do not mean to sound arrogant
but the government and responsible
authorities need to do something to
improve the conditions of the site,
as a lot more could be done.”
Raied T. Shuqum, based in Amman,
has reported on regional issues
since 1999.

Set in a renovated old souk in
Zouk Mikael, Lebanon, the annual Zouk Mikael International Summer Festival features
Arab and international artists.
All styles of music from classical and opera to blues and jazz
can be heard at the 2,500-seat
Roman-style amphitheatre.

Byblos:
September 8th-12th
The Lebanon Latin Festival
takes place in Edde Sands
with more than 90 artists
from around the world. Dance
workshops will be given in
Salsa, Bachata, Kizomba,
cha cha cha, hip hop, Samba,
Lambada, Oriental, Dabke and
Afro-Cubano. Performances
are also scheduled.

Essaouira:
October 14th-16th
The natural setting for the
TV series Game of Thrones
in Essaouira, Morocco, is the
backdrop for the first MOGA
Festival of electronic music
and culture. Festival-goers
are invited to performances,
educational workshops, beach
parties, digital video installations and other activities.
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